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NEVADA 
KENWOOD RADIO 
Kenwood TS50 

noble gr sec.' supp,e beceee ol rl 
pcpacery Née home pectose:1 Large quenelles 
- colle mio or pat morhang. peke on ycar 
cld HF ng e999 

Kerrited Roi° 
P5003 5/Wove Reo 

.f939.00 
TS950500 HF bons 

TS-8505A1 HF *h ousa ATU... .C1695.03 
TS450SAT Mobile HF 
ceee ATU C1400.00 
TS69C6Moble HF 6rn £1403.00 
TS140S Budget HF Toorucenet .........C845.03 
Tee1-7328 2m/70cm Ken Mabile J.029.03' 
58751E THE BEST 2m M/Mode '..t705.00 
TH-78E Ten Bond Hondheld . £440.03 
TS790E briard Base 
2/70/0p. 23oe. . £1690.03 

Kemvood Accessoires 
PS.52/53 Mains PSI) Fol Dey £269.00 
11922 HF 21W °tep £1645.00 
MA-5 Seard Mobile HF Anf C 1 19.00 
AT-50 Moschong Atoo ATU Ic. 15500 1279.00 
560230 Slob Sermon Display 1795.00 
955 Dale» Co.,.. H/Phores£45.03 

Komood Aliaciphones 

MC60A Desk MK iPlOhnpeall ..199.95 

MC-85 L'eue Desk Mc £119.95 
VC-435 Chearmc H/Ank .£2295 
MC-44E H/Mec Fleg. Fano ............£29.95 
600.451 H/Mic Mule Farinions£2995 
MC-44000E H/Ahc DT/Nr.. 
MC-45DME H/Mk DTME £49 95 

DRAKE 

Drake RU- To own cee of eese tecenets 
o dosons in - weenhing you cok eer 
won, in locales ord perlorrrewe rs in she 88E. 
Dyke ore no ...comte ea rode - dey hove 
ben Nb I,n she USA 'inca 1943 , Unnke 
orbe «pelure receeeels vie Orale basale 
lobe. leed os Pandore,. Iherelore, shee ore na 
hocklem mea cc.. fts perkernarbe u vuly 
paggeeng, With on excelles, dynamo range 
coupkd ve,M venta Maine or **es obi of 
bearegl Malek scon locales. easy vse 
1COch mener), el mode ccreenage 
and synchicnous deoecer kr 

AM recepten ote ps, 
d ifs enensne range cl 

ares 
H Tedn VFO's H Soboul* HOC 
H Possbond Tundg 
H Torne. FAncron H R5232 
Imeriace H Bol., peArrop H Duel Nase 
Bleue, H Noneolonle Merlo, HIOCAHz - 
30001e Wde Cceenoge 

Options 

PC Drive Software 
W/Secp Manuel 

£49 95 
.C59.95 
£2995 

£225.00 

ICOM RADIO 
km IC-737 
A new 
comme HF 
eancener ereh 
AusoHIC, Elececno Key«. good 
rediras and o hose of erses 

C-72814 100n M'able 
C-729 HF Plus tbes Abolle 
1C229E 2rn FM Meade 
C-02ET 2. FM Hondo 
CP4ET 70cm PM Honde 
C-W2 I E 2m/70/cm /Fonde 
R-100 Mobole Recene 
11.7100 Wei@ Band Base FCC 
R.72E 4 S/Wee Recewe 

£1425 00 
£113500 
£945.00 
£1230 00 
£360.00 
£303 00 
£360.00 
£425 00 
£595.00 

£1375 00 
£815 CO 

NOW IN STOCK 
THE NEW IC707 HF TRANSCEIVER 
.10D wons RE output 
* Al ha«, bonds plus 500100e 09 30MHz RS 

Pace only £895 os pay by loen post 
doted chegues d £298.33 eoch. 
See hght bond pogo for der., 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Slondod 3 Amp UK Spec 
Standard 7 log Oil Spec 
Seandord IO Arnp UK Spec 
HP12S 12 Arnp Ken Mmes 
HP12305 30 Arnp Tedn Mens 
HP1250S 50 Amp Tedn Melegs 

ANTENNAS 
SAGANT /atome 
Using 610yl cooled onnealed copper veut - 
suppled wish moichirg une Io con: feed - 

ea4e. 

7.014-L.120nel begl £79 95 

Trop Dépole 40/80 ......... -..C89 95 
Pol 40 mer Trope C19.95 
210N Bol,.. 1: I C29 95 

RANI HIGH GUAM WIRE ANTENNAS 
Conseacel weg henry dey mule Pronded 
cleat rdashc cooled wie b proieseceol 
sendords. %ose Mann= we bel le bel. 
G5 RVI80,4Mers1 IkW141 Pze ..........C3995 
05 Re140-10mlnl 8W '4sae ----£3e95 
W3 D11180-4Orresl 200W Dipob....179.95 
W3 022 MO-40.P 11,W Drpol• -199 95 

f 17.95 
£2995 
£59.95 
£79 95 

£139.00 
£220 00 

&codant TU Areenno (1-30MHz) £59 95 
We6am180-10morslitoll saelIM 17995 
Winclons180-10nenl Pido,. 20DVe .150.05 
Winclon140-10n« sine 11W .. C69.95 
Windons[40-10nral St sue 200VV .149.95 
Balle 11 29.95 
8°1,11 203Ne ------------------£24.95 

TONNA WIF BEWAS 
2e.O Ele Podobb Bearni13 I dBil . C49.95 
2rn 9 Ele °oued Bearn 113 I .. C86.95 

70cms 9 De Boom (13d8o) t43 95 
70oris 19 Eh. X Beons116.2d8i1.......t61.95 
2m/70ons Oscor Specsal 

DIAMOND BASE 
650 2rn/70crn hose vert 
1300 2rn/70cm hIgh.. goon 000 

ORACKER MOBILE MENTIRAS 
FROM AlISTRINt 
Oubacker 3COW. 80 MW 10m . 1 89.9.5 
Oubocke [Donc kip bond .........£219.00 
Cksbacle.luecor 100W. 
BO eve lOrn . .C179.95 
Persh 300W, 80 ihni 1 Ons ...........£190.05 

Hecrey dure boss spring  

179.95 
f 129.95 

SCANNING 
RECEIVERS 
We ore prolsobly Ihe UK's bgess disebece 
ord stokes ol sconning recense - hoze 
Irsed bene o few oil *le populon mcdels tur Ict 
hl internat:se olay . sen:1 ei £2 bras full 
cobe cabloge. 

Copie» 
MVT7100 hondheld C399 00 

£38900 
MVT 7001) hondheold f 369 00 

£199 00 
I 1 89 00 

VFI25 airbard. C18903 
00225 crel/rreloory cerlaced ...... C269 00 

AOR 
803000.1 base/mobile £899 00 

Aff2500 base E399 OD 

Commlel 
COAA 102 mobne/PMff f99 85 
COM 203 hondheld C213 Ce 
COM 204 handheld C249 95 
COM 205 box I34400 

Femme 
HP2000 handbed £299.00 
MS ICOO Lose .1299.00 

kan 
RI bandheld 

Mon( lopin 
82C0 men, I239.00 
803C0 

Remet 
BC25COXIT NEW hawdheld .£365 00 
BCB90X1T NIVE bas., £299 00 
BC2OOKIT £24995 

Accessories 
1M M75 panama -------£70.05 

C89.95 
Sconneslet GW2 preornp .150.05 
Sconenasser base Pand --------£10.95 
Score... mcbele holcIm . 14 95 

Scanne:trier Internes 

Double ducale 100 - 13COMHz £5995 
mobile 25 - 1000MHz £29 95 

EVEll 

1 Y 

£19.95 nk2.2 

COTTREGSTARTED 

f GETTING STARIED 
IN AMATEUR SATULEFES 

Fion oWoropenalore set up 
Eden te sthdo ,rd hue, b Foi the 

les m'il case Hoe OFCBSe 
sodapr and wcek DX *mue 
o 
• .e archelle carra 

£19.95 £2 75 pdp 

PIG srek MD IN DJOING 
uts sa a, Or c.qo.ben0.onl 
'.000nyopngAo 

EXTENDAMAST 10 METRE RETRACTABLE MAST 
Susabe le Opale long Wou. eff/Eff Beons G5RV and math, aber créerros 

A net. and ineepenshe olunerium 10 rnone r0.00.oble 11.1 dee may be 
ined by... or fo Food* Lue Cosy Io erece in meules cames 
con now be independart d Re,, buildegs ond ceser mole sht, lieng 
miel The Peel guying rings ore cerce00 prowed 00 pereide years 
useful Ile &couse indedual requirernere tory goy twes ore no/ included 
A boon fieng Ocre s cemlable as on sou 

Irdroduagry Pria E.69£8 Cornage 

THIS MONTH'S BEST BUY 

Vemonics VC300DIP 
Conodcwbuilt A11.1 with o hod d {enture,  

• I .8 - 30MHz 
• I SOW 1300W PIPI 
• 41 I Balue 
• 31:00W dummy I.d 
• Peok/ovetoge pave 
• Duol reoding SWR/power 'noter 
• 3-way one,. selection 
• Illuminated mue, 
Due to bulk purchase .. , ......... Special ofier £129.95+ £4.75 p&p 

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER COMPAN Y USE YOUR CREDIT CARDS 

FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH 
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YTHING FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST 
HUGE STOCKS - FAST DELIVERY - PERSONAL SERVICE 
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9AE 

TELEPHONE HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 FAX: (0705) 690626 

STARTEK 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

SAY GOODBYE TO RANDOM COUNTING AND FALSE READINGS WITH THE AhITM SERIFS 

Mad Ole 
• 5liz - 28COMI-lz 
• High speed 
• Bor groph reads a 4014e 
• One Sk• Imam Ficd and 
dispby rearing 

£289 

A new range of advanced inexpensive, portable counters from the U.S A. All come 
complete with telescopic antenna and UK power supply. 

New ATH' Series - features include:-
HANDS FREE operation to automatically read and hold a signal within 
80m/seconds. The counter is super fast because it does not require the additional time 
for multiple readings like digital filtering techniques. 

ONE SHOT feature enables signqls to be captured, locked and displayed os a single 
reading. This facility can be set to trigger and display a frequency even when the 
counter is left unattended. 

A full ronge of accessories is available - send for our leaflet. 

Model Allf30 Maid AT11-15 
• I - 2800MHz • I - 15COMHz • Caen I - I 300,Anz 
• Hrgh speed • Koh speed - 0 log gate times • 3 one ernes An ently 
• eat grap/r reads lo 4Gliz • Bor graph reads to 4G,tz seal strength teel coonnr that oilers 
• Exec bre LED &spay • Extra Lee LEDs excellent vote la 
• One Shor recrare £269 • Arose., cleon cfr000ul  

, £199 £129 

Model 1350 

THE NEW SCOUT 555 
Simplicity at its best! 
Direct from the Ten-Tec factory in America comes this new 
concept in mobile HF communications. An SSB/CW transceiver that utilises easy 
plug-in band modules. It's small enough to fit in a briefcase yet packs an 
impressive 50 Watts punch. For those keen CW operators, there's 
even a built-in Iambic Keyer and unique and revolutionary patented 
"Jones" filter with variable bandwidih control from 500Hz to 2.5kHz. 

* Complete with 40m band miidule 

* Legendary QSK and superb electronic keyer 

* Multi function signal meter 

* Easy plug-in band module (inc. WARC bands) 

* Superb sensitivity and dynamic range 

* Full range of optional accessories available 

* Electronic keyer employs "Curtis type B chip" 

* No need for expensive optional filters 

* Simple, affordable and fun to use 

ENN-TEC1 

EARTALKER PAY BY POST IIATED CHEQUES - 
INTEREST FREE 

Srrnply dmde the prrce into 3 equal 
payments Wnte 3 cheques dated in 

conustutwe months starting with todays 

date. Write your telephone number and 

cheque card numberrexpny date on the 

back ut each cheque 

Post them le us enclosing your name 8 

address and we me (sublett to status) 

send your goods immediately. 

The hardest part e deciding what to buy! 

LOW LOSS CABLE 
Superb torso,ete 
bu btt".bte 

loil and bead 
double eorth 
screenrng. tough 
wreath. ..ant 
yet lleruble 
la1103o low 
loss - surtab7e 
or fish power and frequencies up to 3Gtiz 
SDA (0.1.•-0.055111/eel S11/5/mk 
IDA (11.1m -0.0391/e f1.79/ner 
IMES 113.1.• 0.03111/*). I2.75/n• 
toorm ourred or I COMFIz 

11
 A complelely new concept in microphone 
technology. The 
Eanalker is a 
combination of 
earphone and micro 
phone which is worn 

within the ear. It provides outstanding 
transmitted audio quality and is suit-
able for all leading brands of hand-
held (Call for details on your particular 
modell, Separate volume, PTT switch 
and control box £29.95 

I TRADING POST 
We buy as well as sell new and 

used radio equipment, please 
feel hen to call Paul or John on 
our Hotiine for an instant quote 
on either P/X or Buy-Ins. 

Sawing receive/5 
desOkItlide 

21011weemiedrads 
MMIXOledbX10(0deree.. 
betetEllOdeersbliedidl  
ImorMeibedia.‘/. 90818, ... 
Floirlinte — 

27. Ill mkt 
kr• me mi.. II 
Wood fli madam. 
Yrorn61600rarig. 
Yolodif41/1071doOm 

Wawa wavers 
lib IX %re add 
ber/lEsbirweiereeer 
kee15100ruddedIX ix re. 

IhmeildieCOS/Pecier... 
!mod MP beseote..... 
Seq51155 man( 
to ZOO/Sim 5/00 ir 
1.110X good doom ,elerel 
reera riot it old [dime, 
%wilt/CC/3 ool see 
Your rettno 60 a ye 
beir 111G1/Xiikeiree 
her 1.69900 Or es «4 4, 

HF Tronstervers 
lablI7.P57 191 /MI Si, 
bo /01 If ad memo 1S0 

kael:73Drebildfti 
brat731 game as erri 
151135 If IMP 15die PP 
lowed 5430/5 If IX 
'mod TSSX/S Tx 
Lewd rSIMS NF 
Uwe] tS9405/.11. lam (I1U1 
5alIl0i27 
âte 191115 15rn morotolle. 
Ices. Ft Or If toe ft 
Yeee MO/ ems* re 
YeeeFTT26.6bir/rOons rut! 
Twee1/0:10114 b. to 

Rehab 
an WS6016611mallsok 1140 
4100157101•11•11.1eidd 3301 
OE Smi• 145 te Whiled lad P155 
966091322 labilid.919 sill 
Cosiewilt2IS babe*  1135 
lowelD1267. riu. wee-- - ms 

»Me Imam 

5 

s185 
CIS 

—1175 
(15 

0471 
1315 
0315 
(315 

1710 
td/S 
S775 
5171 
1491 
1321 
019 
Ill 
179s 
1195 
1241 
1411 
1351 
St00 

21121 
1543 
1621 
1495 

26/1 
249 
1581 

it'll 
1495 
S195 
M50 
14/1 
SI195 
2625 

guided:07s rabble.% 
Uedull:110:1701.mill,25W. 
Yea F1227 malert• aide 
Iry STIXt lend. 

Too ir/SOU AY lot et! 
hod FI21011,01,,loil/O.171, 
beer111Xt le mind . 

906011 kiessaies/Microphones/ 
Amps/Spier:Ws 
OideriAlletlek nit bawl ill 

241 
1101110,1•1M3 144/100S. ill 
110111.11•1,113 2r• MOW 181 
loom mills nester.. 191 
Iteds1810:01reepowralU its 
Idire te 1 MO or, kW.. 1141 

1191 
Wines W30:1 Anil« me 181 
bete FC/C0 Wed..... 191 

herd F(980 101 *in MU (19S 
Id. 112°301 Ili trod. 1350 
heetil2100/ (Itte PP, 1515 

145 
Call us now - ewen if we hevee't 
heed your rodio, for whet veld 

know to be unbeatable P/X deed. 

S1l5 
I 95 
i85 

Sill 
SIIS 
(315 
1350 
1441 
1375 
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New Maplin 
Catalogue 

The 1994 Maplin Elec-
tronics catalogue is now 
available and is now in full 
colour, it also has £50 worth 

tie - 
lie „Áidiâ  - , 

of money off vouchers inside 
valid until September 1994. 
As well as several hundred 
new products, you'll find the 
whole spectrum of electron-
ics in its pages from capaci-
tors to calculators, PCBs to 
PCs, resistors to receivers, 
and solder to security. In re-
sponse tocustomer requests, 
the reference index is now 
fully comprehensive, with 
new sections such as Enter-
tainment and Leisure, Secu-
rity and Computers. In gen-
eral, retail consumer items 
are located at the front of the 
catalogue, with components 
towards the back. Special 
items are highlighted in each 
section together with a 
regular sprinkling of Hot Tips 
editorials. The catalogue is 
available over-the-counter at 
their shops or W. H. Smiths 
at f2.95, or f3.95 mail order 
from Maplin's head office. 
For further information con-
tact Maplin Electronics. 

New Yaesu HF Transceiver 

Glue for UK launch at this year's Leicester Exhibition 
is the new FT-840 HF transceiver from Yaesu. South 
Midlands Communications Ltd. tell us it blends the 
high performance digital frequency synthesis techniques 
from the FT-890 with the operating convenience and 
affordability of the FT-747GX, and that the FT-840 adds 
a choice of two optional remote automatic aerial 

tuners plus a wealth 
of convenient func-
tions. It may be 
used either as a 
compact base or 
mobile station, and 
as a first-time rig, 
back-up or main 
station transceiver, 
the FT-840 has 
plenty of features 
that both begin-
ners and sea-
soned operators 
should appreci-
ate. You'll see a 
review lof course) 
in these pages 
very soon. For 
further informa-
tion contact 

South Midlands Communications Ltd. 

Outbacker Mobile 
HF aerials 

the UK from Nevada Com-
munications, the Outbacker 
is a rugged, easy to use multi 

Manufactured in Aus- band HF mobile aerial. Ne-
tralia and now available in vada tell us that full amateur 

band coverage is made easy 
by simply selecting the ap-
propriate socket along the 
aerials length, there are no 
coil or whip changes re-
quired, and that the shaft is 
constructed of fibreglass with 
a copper helical winding that 
iscovered with smooth epoxy 
resin for strength, durability 
and protection. There arefive 
aerials in the range, prices 
start from £179.95 and we've 
a sample here for test, we'll 
let you know how we got on! 
Further details are available 
from Nevada Communica-
tions, 

1993/4 Babani 
Book Catalogue 

The new 1993/4 Bernard 
Babani catalogue is out now, 

lleaturing all the books they 

bab an/ 

1994 
' publish with many newtitles, 
Etheir costs ranging from 60p 
to a maximum of £.95. We 
, regularly feature their books, 1. 
which are available from sev-
eral radio and electronics 
dealers, and they all seem 
s 

PC 705 Quick 
Power Checker 

The PC 705 quick power 
checker is new from Revex in 
Japan. It simply fits on top of 
your handheld transceiver in 
place of the aerial, and shows 
power on a series of red LEDs. 
As well as using it for test 
purposes, we're told it can 

very good value for the In-
formation provided. To get 
your free copy of the cata-
logue, contact Bernard 
Babani (Publishing) Ltd. in 
London. 

also be used as an aerial for 
short range communication. 
We've tested one here at HRT 
and find it could be a very 
handy 'pocket sized' checker 
for out-and-about use as well 
as from home - great for 
clubs and emergency com-
munication groups! The price 
is £4.95 and available from 
Waters and Stanton Elec-
tronics. 
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Ten-Tec Scout HF transceivers 

The Ten-Tec Scout comes as a single band trans-
ceiver, with a 40m plug-in module fitted as standard. This 
module plugs into the front facia, much like the old HRO 
receivers, and if you want another band, you purchase an 
extra module (£39 each, 160 to 10m including WARC 
bands), remove the 40m module and just slide in the new 
one. Included as standard istheir patented variable crystal 
filter, which is continuously adjustable from 2.5kHz to 
500Hz making it useful on both SSB and CW. An electronic 
keyer is built in, and when you flick the front panel switch 
you can read the keying speed, which is variable by 
moving the paddle left or right. 

The rig has a variable output power of 5 to 50 Watts, 
built-in VSWR meter, large green LCD readout, and an 
analogue S-meter, receiver frequency is variable by using 
the RIT control. The rig costs £589 inc VAT and is available 
from Waters and Stanton Electronics. 

HF Aerial Analyst 
Unit, 

The new AEA SWR-121 
gives a graphical display of 
your HF aerial's performance 
over its operating spectrum. 
Its SWR scaling is automatic, 
and the display also gives 
SWR and return loss at the 
centre frequency and the 
current scale factor. It also 
features completely adjust-
able sweep and SWR ranges, 
and can be used to test coax 
by measuring return loss. 

An RS-232 interface al-
lows for remote control, re-
mote display, and saving of 
plots (PC software optional). 
Compact and battery pow-

' bred, the AEA SWR-121 fea-
tu res automatic battery saver 
functions and is ready to go 
anywhere. Its frequency 
range is 1 to 32MHz, and is 
priced at £395 inc VAT. For 
further detailscontact the UK 
distributors, ICS Electronics. 

Voice Mail 
System for 
Repeaters 

Do you fancy adding a 
'voice mail' system to your 
repeater? Well the US firm of 
Digital Communications Inc. 
has just the thing, in the form 
of a plug-in PC card which fits 
into art IBM PC or clone, the 
card in turn connecting to the 
repeater's audio circuitry. 
Individual messages are re-

corded by each user, for re-
play under command to oth-
ers, and each hour's worth of 
speech requiresaround 20Mb 
hard disk space with no other 
limit on the total length of 
messages able to be stored. 
The board itself is the DCI 
100, priced at US$199, the 
accompanying DCI-Multimbx 
speech mail software being 
US$60. Further information 
from Digital on Tel. INT+ 1 
604 820 1162, or fax INT+ 1 
604 826 0704. 

New Mobile 
Aerials 
There's now a new range 

of mobile HF aerials avail-
able in the UK, manufactured 
by Pro-am of the USA. The 
single band series are low 
cost helical whips with ad-
justable resonators, with 
models for each band from 
160 to 10m, with prices 
starting at £19.95, and a five 
band version isalso available 
with auto switching. Power 

rating is 250W PEP and a 
range of matching mounts 
for hatch-back, gutter, boot 
and magnetic mount are also 
available.A range of on-glass 
aerials from the same com-
pany are also available, com-
prising 2m half wave, 2m/ 
70cm dual band and wide-
band scanning models, a 
quick removal and re-mount-
ing kit is also available. For 
further information contact 
Waters and Stanton Elec-
tronics. 

New ex-PMR 
Dealer Opens Up 

If you're wondering 
who's taken over Martin 
Lynch's old shop at 286 
Northfield Ave, Ealing W5 
(West London), well from 1st 
November it'll be Trade Cen-
tre PMR, run by Richard 
Allport. Richard tells us he'll 
be stocking plenty of used 
PMR gear, together with 
aerials, computers, and other 

goodies. He adds that he 
welcomes part exchange on 
any radio gear, and if you're 
in the professional comms 
business and you're dispos-
ing of old PMR gear he'd like 
to hear from you, so the likes 
of us radio amateurs can 
benefit! The shop will be 
open 10.00am-6.00pm 6days 
a week, you can contact 
Roger during these times on 
0815665666, or 24hr on 0426 
934804. 

Morsum Magnificat 

The August 93 issue of MM, with seven pages of 
Morse news from around the world and seven pages of 
readers' letters on a variety of Morse subjects, once again 
provides an invaluable source of interest, reference and 
record on the traditions and practice of all aspects of 
Morse telegraphy, past present and future. Geoff Arnold 
G3GSR tells us it's of interest to all Morse operators 
whatever their ability, the highlights of the latest issue 
being; 'PA-CW-Test' - an interesting article by Monika 
Pouw-Arnold, PA3FBF, describing her experience in tak-
ing the Morse test in Holland; the concluding part of the 
fascinating article 'Who was atthe key?' by Louise Moreau, 
W3WRE, who tells more stories of the Morse operators 
who first sent out the reports of famous events; Frederick 
O. Maia W5Y1 with 'Everything you ever wanted to know 
about Morse code..' a comprehensive summary of inter-
national law as it relates to amateur radio, Morse code 
knowledge and testing requirements. The Morse keys 
showcase presents a selection of photos of readers' inter-
esting keys, and plenty more. 

The magazine is published bi-monthly, available only 
by post, from G. C. Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby Close, 
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8JB, England. Tel/Fax. 0202 
658474. Sample copies are available and cost £2.20 (Over-
seas surface mail £2.25 or US$5.00 cash). 

New GOUAA-UZZ taigee r new b eGe on ua rAo i tnot e du fzozr 

GSL Sub- callsign series. He is Mr. A. J. 
Manager Adams G3DXQ, Brooklands, 

Chestnut Garth, Roos, Hull 
An RSGB QSL Sub-Man- HU12 OLE 
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Telephone: 
(0925) 229881 

Fax: 
(0925) 229882 

Amateur Radio 

Communications Ltd 

TO ALL OUR MAIL ORDER 

CUSTOMERS AND POTENTIAL 
CUSTOMERS WHO CANNOT VISIT 

OUR SHOP, WE THOUGHT IT 

ABOUT TIME YOU SAW OUR EMPORIUM 
FOR YOURSELVES. 

Not only do we have all 
the current range of new 

equipment on display. 
but also an exciting 

selection of 
secondhand/commission 

items, all fully checked 
out by Frank, our 

Engineer. 

I love taking mail order 
enquiries. so please 
keep the phone ringing. 
Remember. mail orders 
received before 3 o'clock 
same day despatch 
providing ex stock 
. . . . Elaine 

cYPILa-7-- 1—,e • j 

We hope nothing does go 
wrong with any of your 
equipment. but rest 
assured, d it does we have 
one of the best equipped 
workshops in the country 
98% of all our servicing is 
done h-house. We find 
customers appreciate the 
fact that. if possible, their 
equipment will be repaired 
while they wait . . . Frank 

We pride ourselves in 
providing a relaxed and 
comfortable atmosphere 
where Richard is always 

eager to demonstrate 
equipment 

fit means he can sit 
down for 5 minutes') 

WE WISH ALL OUR FRIENDS 
AND CUSTOMERS 

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A 
HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS 

NEW YEAR VISA 

Just working out 
another special deal for 
some lucky customer 
(notice the whip on the 
wall, that's to keep the 
staff in line!) . . . Peter 

Always a good range of 
accessories on our shelves. 
We are authorised dealers 
for: • YAESU * icom 
• STANDARD e RECTO e G WHIP 

TRAE * STAR MASTERKEY 

WELZ • DATONS • I C 

e FAIRMATE * YUPITERU 

e FRANCO • AOR * TONNA 

JAYBEAM * KENWOOD 

• SANDPIPER * BNOS e AKD 

• RF VF X * ME./ * ERA* 

Amateur Radio 
Communications, 
38 Bridge Street, 
Earlestown, 
Newton-le-Willows, 
Merseyside 
WA12 9BA. 

TEL: (0925) 229881 
FAX: (0925) 229882 

YOUR INDEPENDENT 

RETAIL. 
the right Oh, ta aa • • 

OUR AIM IS 100% SATISFACTION! 
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BRIGHTEN UP THOSE LONG WINTER 
WITH A NEW TION FROM 

EVENING 

COM IC-737 This compact HF transceiver has met with rave reviews (Sept. 
RadComm) utilizes state-of-the-art digital technology to introduce for the 
irst lime memo pad, DBSR, auto-antenna selector and quick-split functions. 
reeSe new functions will excite HF beginners who want ,to take the next step 
up and users keen on portable or mobile operations. With o choice of CW 
filters, the IC-737 is an ideal transceiver for taking on the DX world 

ICOMIC-970 Enjoy incomparable 144.430 and optional 1200MHz all-mode 
operation with the futuristic IC-970E. This transceiver incorporates today's 
finest digital technology for unsurpassed multl-band performance. It includes 
a DDS system to guarantee fast Pa lockup times. Plus simuitaneous duo--
bond receiving and 99 memory channeks for each bond! Satellite 
communication Is made easy with the In-built frequency tracking function. 

ICOM IC-707 The key words are operating simplicity and versatility. a front 
panel-mounted loudspeaker enables Instollcrtion into panels with no loss of 
audio quality. Well spaced switches help avoid accdental input and. 
provide the simplest operation. Controls have been kept to a minimum while 
the large, easy-to-read display shows al necessary information. This 
transceiver Is ideal for novices and experienced HF operators aine. 

MOM IC-2751(111e IC-275 is a compact 144MI-tz fronsceiver equipped wilt, 
the features demanded by today's serious operator. The transceiver 
includes a highly sensitive receiver and full 100 watt output power. The 
advanced IC-275 is also equipped with loom's DDS (Direct Digital 
Synlhestzer) System, 99 memory channels, o variety of scan functions and 
built-in notch,fifrer and speech compressor for effective DX ing. 

Mellilks10113. 

1 -V • 

KENWOOD TS-650S Enjoy operating this HF t 
850S boasts a superb specification that Includes 
antenna tuning. an Advanced Intercept Point System for enhanced 
dynamic range. 100 memory channels with 3 scan modes. DOS and a digital 
PLI. System to permit Mg-fine lER tuning. There Is also on optional DSP-I00 
signal processor. The TS-850S covers the 190m-lOrn Horn bands and has a . • . 
ICON% have reduced the prices of 
selected popular models and made 
it even easier for you to own a radio 
by the market leader. But don't 
forget HAM5TORES also stock 
AEA, AlCD, Alinco, ACIR, Borenccb, 
Comet, Cushcroft, Davis, Dee 
CCbMIMI, Diamond, JRC, Kenwood, 

, t , 
model provides 25 wails RF power output on the 144 and 430/440MI* bands 
in SSB. CW and FM modes with any 2 of the remaining 3 bonds as options (10 
watts output on the 50 Ond1200MHz bonds). An &bit CMOS main micro-
processor and 4-bit Ito coprocessor provide exceptonal digital integrafion 

Lowe, Microset, NIFJ, RSOR Rooks, 
Toyo, Yaesu and Yupiteru, sa 
whatever you wont HAMSTORES 
will have itl Low deposit, interest-
free credit is available on most 
radio purchases. 

ra• In% Conn 

BIRMINGHAM: (JUST OFF M5 MOTORWAY JUNCTION 2) - GORDON & JOHN 
International House, 963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ. 
Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051. 
LONDON: PAUL - 11 Watford Way, Hendon, London NW4 3JL. 
Tel: 081 202 0073 Fax: 081 202 8873 
HERNE BAY - CHRIS - Unit 8, Heme Bay West Industrial Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, 
Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742, 
OPENING TIMES: Mondays to Fridays: 09:00-17:00 8c Saturdays: 09:00-16:00. 
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FT-2200 
Review 

Chris Lorek tests Yaesu's new full-function 2m mobile 

You may have read about the FT-2200 
in our 'Friedrichshafen Show Report in 
the Oct 98 issue, as ft was at that show 
where it was revealed for the first time 
in Europe. We told you there was a full 
review coming up, so here we go once 
again with another 'complete HAT 
technical review 

It Gets to the Parts.... 

The FT-2200 gives a maximum 
output of 50W on transmit, and that's 
high. In fact, the manual warns that 
50W can cause a RF burn to anyone 
touching the aerialduringtransmission! 
But this amount of power should let 
you get to those distant stations you 
may otherwise not have been able to. It 
certainly did when I tested it, as you'll 
read later. You don't need to run 50W 
all the time of course, as 'Mid' and 
'Low' power modes of 25W and 5W 
respectively can be switched in forwhen 
you don't need such 'ether burning' 
power! 

The set can either cover 144-
146MHz, or an 'extended range' of 140-
174MHz, and pressing the 'Call' and 
'MHz' buttons when switching on can 
extend this further on receive down to 
110MHz, with automatic AM receive 
capability switched in below 140MHz 

for civil airband listening in countries 
where this is allowed. 

Fully Featured 

The FT-2200 has all the 'bells and 
whistles' of the best, including built-in 
CTCSS (sub-tone) encode for UK and 
US repeater access as well as 1750Hz 

toneburst for pan-European use,a built-
in DTMF selective calling and paging, 
53 memorychannels plus a further'call' 
channel, and all the usual scanning 
modes including two 'frequency scan' 
ranges with programmable lower and 
upper frequency limits in four of the 
memory channels, priority channel 
monitoring, selectable scan resume 
modes, the list goes on. In either the 
'VFO' or 'programmed frequency scan' 
modes you can select an automatic 
repeater shift, which selects a -600kHz 
transmit shift for you whenever you're 
in the 145.600-145.850MHz sub-band, 
thus saving you fumbling with buttons 
while you're on the move. As an alter-
native to the set displaying your oper-
ating frequency, you can instead select 
a large 'channel display' on the set's 
LCD, i.e., CH-15, CH-20 etc. corre-
sponding to the memory channels 
you've programmed, for possibly easier 
use on the road where you don't want 
to be looking at the frequency display 
and then converting this into S15, S20, 
or whatever. 

Internal options include a CTCSS 
decoderfor 'quiet monitoring', a hands-
free boom microphone and PTT switch 
box, plus mobile headset if required, 
and even a Digital Voice Storage unit 
with remote control facilities for the 
real 'gadget freaks' amongst us.A built-
in transmission timer, programmable 
from 5 minutesto 60 minutes in 5minute 
steps, can be switched in to save you 
accidentally leaving the set in transmit 
mode for long periods (yes, some of us 
have heard the 'stuck mic PTT' on air!). 

DTMF Paging 

This uses a common 3-digit DTMF 
nouch-tonel system to those on other 
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transceivers from the major manufac-
turers for both 'individual' and 'group' 
paging codes, and the FT-2200 displays 
the ID of the station calling you when a 
call is received, a paging bleeper can 
also be set to sound if you wish. Indeed 
- you can even compose your own 
'melody' fpr this if you like, from the 
musical tone range given in the manual! 
Four different paging transmit delays 
can be programmed to account for re-
peater access times, 'battery savers' on 
other rigs;and the like The set can also 
be commanded to automatically 
'transpond' its ID back to the calling 
party's page where this is allowed, to 
let them know you've received the call 
in case you're away from the set, erijust 
not in a position to reply at thatliime. A 
'trigger pager' mode may also be 
switched in, where when two Yaesu 
rigs with this system are in communi-
cation after an initial 'page', your set 
automatically switches to 'code squelch' 
mode if you reply within three seconds 
of the code being sent. This saves you 
having to do an amount of 'button 
pushing' to manually switch to this 
mode, which may be difficult if you're 
on the move. 

Alternatively, of you're away from 
the rig but somewhere nearby and 
carrying a paging-equipped portable 
rig, but out of the coverage area of the 
station calling you due to your porta-
ble's limited range, in 'Auto-Page For-
warding' mode you can command the 
FT-2200 to automatically re-transmit the 
same paging call to your handportable, 
again where this is allowed in your 
licence conditions, to let you know 
someone's after you. Of course, you 
could go one further.... 

Digital Voice Storage 

You're away from the car, or in-
deed away from your shack if you've 
installed the set at home, but you're 
expecting a call from your DTMF 
equipped partner. With the optional 
DVS unit fitted inside the FT-2200 you 
can let the set digitally record the voice 
messagefor playbackwhen you return! 
All your partner needs to do is press a 
few DTMF digits on his rig, then go 
ahead and leave the message. Where 
allowed, your rig can even send back a 
voice acknowledgement over the air, 
and if you wish (again where allowed) 
you can even remotely access your rig 
with a handheld to retrieve your 
message(s)! You can also manually 
record, either using your mic or directly 
from the set's receiver, for transmission 
by the set. The FT-2200 allows up to 128 
seconds of recording, in 1-8 'segments' 

of multiples of 16 seconds each. I could 
go on, but take a look at my review of 
the FT-212 in the May 88 issue of HAT 
for an idea of the performance and 
flexibility of this system. 

For real remote-control enthusi-
asts, a CAT (Computer Aided Trans-
ceiver) remote control facility is fitted 
as standard on the set, where you can 
connect your computer up to the mic 
plug via an optional interface and con-
trol the set's operating frequency, TX/ 
AX switching, high/medium/low power 
level, and CTCSS facilities. The mic 
plug also has receive audio output as 
well as TX audio input and PTT, for 
connecting a packet TNC or other re-
mote accessories. 

On The Air 

Well, after reading about all those 
mind-boggling 'bells and whistles', I 
thought I'd better try the set out on air 
to see what its 'radio' performance was 
like! It comes with a quick-release mo-
bile mounting bracket, making fitment 
and removal of the transceiver a ten-
second affair (mainly plugging and 
unplugging the DC power and aerial 
leads) after you've fitted the supplied 
bracket, useful if you like to remove the 
set when you're not using it in the car. 
A hearty length of thick DC power cable 
is supplied, fused at the 'far' end for 
connection to your battery. The set it-
self measures a compact 140mm (W) x 
40mm (H) x 160mm (D) which should 
allow its fitment into cars with even the 
smallest amount of 'accessory' space. 
In use, I installed this in my favourite 
position on top of the dashboard, thus 
giving minimum eye- travel distance 
between the rig and the road ahead. 

The suppliers of the set also loaned 
me a very inconspicuous 50cm long 
2mllOcm dual band magmount (the 
magnet itself being only 34mm diam-
eter) to 'try out to see if I liked it', which 
I used for the mobile tests. This came 
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'NEW IMAGE SAOIC We aim to givl 
any competitors genuine offer. The Largest Ra 

With the value of the pound falling daily price rises on equipment 
must be imminent this means these offers are probably unrepeatable. 

Dual Band mobiles 

E BUS 
YAESU PRICES HAVE GONE UP. SMC 
SPECIAL PRICES REMAIN WHILE 

STOCKS LAST. 

List price £4295 
Fn 000 Carr.E SMC price £3149 
TOP HF IN EUROPE 

FT990. DC model £1829 
Carr. D BEST VALUE HF 

FT890 c/w Auto 

Options Carr D 

ATU2 Auto ATU 
FP800 AC PSU 

List price £1499 
SMC price £1169 
TOP BUDGET VALUE 

ATU List price £1750 
SMC price £1339 

List price £2699 
SMC price £2039 

Fr736R Carr D 

Options 
736/50 6m module 
736/1.2 23cm module 

Carr. 

£259 B 

£325 o 

List price £1975 
SMC price £1499 
NOW INCREDIBLE VALUE 

Carr. C 

FT5100 List price £765 
SMC price £499 

FT5200 List price £925 
SMC price £599 

FT690R2 List price £609 VHF/UHF Multimode 6m MOBILE 
Mobiles / Portables 

IBM FT290R2 2M MOBILE 

Carr. C FT790R2 
7OCMS MOBILE 

£299 Carriage 

£595 

Carr. B 

Handhelds 

11F1-530 2m/70cm 
complete vitth 5W 
mood « charger 

Carr. B 

FT415 
2m 

FT411 
2m 

FT815 
70cm 

SMC price £459 
List price £639 
SMC price £469 
List price £739 
SMC price £549 

List price £599 
SMC price £399 
33%oFF 

List price £395 
SMC price £275 
LATEST YAESU MARVEL 

List price £345 
SMC price £265 
INCREDIBLE VALUE 

List price £425 
SMC price £295 

LATEST KEYPAD HANDY 

FT76 
70cm 

FT811 
70cm 

List price £335 
SMC price £265 
TOP UK VALUE 

List price £379 
SMC price £279 

UNBELIEVABLE VALUE 
All handholds suppled hah 72V 6001na Naad and charger as slandard 

All offers subject to availabillty Carriage 13-£5 00 C-£7 50 0-£12 50 E-£16 50 

1E3  2 year warrcariry on all new Yaesu, Icom and Kenwood Transceivers. 
Showroom hotline 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-1pm Sat. 

S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est., Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY 
HQ & Mail Order Southcrmpton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 
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the best prices! and will endeavour to match 
je & stock of antennas & accessories in the U.K. 
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TOP 
AWARD 
WINNING 
RECEIVER 

YAE su FRG-100 

k0_ 

LIST PRICE £650 
SMC PRICE £519 
Carr D 

AR 2000 

5-1300M Hz 
Superb Scanner 

LIST PRICE £309 
SMC PRICE £279 

Carr C 

„. 
ofe 
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KEN WOOD IC-R72E 
R 5000 General Coverage HF 
High Performance HF LIST PRICE £859 

SMC PRICE £769 

LIST PRICE £999 
SMC PRICE £899 

YUPITERU MVT 7100 
100kHz - 1650MHz 
All Modes inc SSB 

1000 memory channels 

LIST PRICE £449 
SMC PRICE £399 

• 
SAVE 

£90 

SAVE 

£50 

AR 2800 
5-600, 800-1300MHz LIST PRICE £449 
Mobile Masterpiece SMC PRICE £399 

Carr C 

AR 3000A 
1-2036M Hz 
Top of the Range 

LIST PRICE £949 
SMC PRICE £849 

Carr C 

SAVE 

£50 

IAR 1500 EX 5-1300MHz 
Stunning Performer 
LIST PRICE £349 
SMC PRICE £314 

This month's special Antenna Bargain. 
Personal callers only. All S.M.C. shops. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 

1 2 °/° 
OFF LIST PRICES 

OF ALL 

ICOM AND KENVVOOD 
RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS 

Showroom hotline 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-1pm Saturday 
Binninghcan 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297)34918 Chesterfield (0246) 453340 
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THE THREE POINTS OF THE KENWOOD TRIANGLE REPRESENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY AND STYLE 

HATS OFF! 
TH-22E/42E 

FM HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS 

The news is out. And its too exciting 

to keep under your hat. 

Kenwood's new TH-22E (144MHz) 

and TH-42E (430 MHz) redefine hand-

held communications, with a palm-size 

format and impressive performance. 

They're small and light enough to 

carry anywhere, but offer over 5 watts 

output (with a 9.6V battery) and long 

hours between charges. The secret's 

in the FET power module, a world first 

in this class for sophisticated power 

management. 

Other features? From the user 

friendly menu system to the 40 EEPROM 

memory channels, Kenwood's new 

KEN WOOD 

handheld FM transceivers offer 

numerous category-leading features and 

first-class performance. So it's hats off to 

Kenwood — the transceivers that cap the 

rest. 

KEN WOOD 

HOME AUDIO, CAR AUDIO, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
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with a 90cm length of thin (2mm diam-
eter) coax at the magmount end, al-
lowing it to pass through door seals 
etc., before it 'expanded' to the usual 
(5mm diameter) coax forthe remainder 
of its length. 

On the road, I found the FT-2200 
was very easy to use, and gave ample 
receive audio from its internal speaker. 
The 1750Hz toneburst buttein was sen-
sibly mounted on the supplied fist mi-
crophone, and I normally just operated 
the set in 'memory channel' mode or 
'programmed scan range' mode in 
conjunction with the automatic repeater 
shift, using the microphone mounted 
up/down and PTT buttons for channel 
selection and scan start/stop. I must 
confess that I used the latter quite of-
ten, as with the 'extended coverage', 
which the review rig had fitted, I quickly 
filled up a lot of memory channels! 
Each of these however are fully tune-
able, i.e., if I selected a given channel, 
then pressed the 'MHz' button on the 
set, I could tune or scan away from 
these to my heart's content to have a 
listen above and below the memory 
channel frequency, retaining any pro-
grammed repeater shift etc. 

The set's LCD backlight had a use-
ful'auto-dimmer'facility,where itvaried 
the backlight intensity over four levels, 
dependant upon the ambient light. As I 
had the set 'up high', this saved me 
being dazzled by it at night without the 

20 
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The inconspicuous dual band mobile 
magmount used for on-air mobile 
tests 

need for more button-pushing, very 
useful. 

One (daytime) journeyl made dur-
ing the review period was to the BARTG 
Rally one Sunday morning, travelling 
north on the M3 from its start point up 
to the M25. Just after passing Win-
chester in Hampshire, up came the 
GB2RS news on 521 loud and clear, but 
the newsreader was in Tring, Hert-
fordshire! I carried on receiving him at 
solid copy all the way up the M3, 
eventually giving him a quick call (he 
was running 200W) and receiving a 
'fully readable' report back from my 
50W. We were both surprised at how 
well we were copying each other. It 
looks like the FT-2200's 50W combined 
with the inconspicuous magmount 
whip (which stayed put throughout my 
high-speed motorway journeys) was 
working extremely well! 

A test at home using my rooftop 
aerial system showed very few prob-
lems on receive with the many other 
strong VHF signals present in my lo-
cation, and the set's high transmit power 
let me get a good signal to those 'dis-
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tant  stations who normally copy my 
usual 10W noisily (until I switch my 
Dressler D-200 linear in!). I felt that the 
set's extended receive coverage would 
have been quite useful at home, as I live 
close by an international shipping port 
(156MHz marine band) and interna 
tional airport (civil airband). But of 
course were not allowed to listen to 
those things over here, are we? (what a 
stupid law, are you listening, RA?). 

The DTMF facilities worked very 
well, and I used the CTCSS encoder to 
good effect on air. One day maybe all 
VHF rigs may have this fitted, for better 

LABORATORY RESULTS: 

All measurements taken on 145MHz 
with 13.2V DC supply, using supplied 
DC cable, high power TX, otherwise 
stated. 

RECEIVER; 

Sensitivity; 

Input level required to give 12dB 
SINAD; 

144MHz; 0.137µV pd 
145MHz; 0.1350 pd 
146MHz; 0.1360 pd 

Squelch Sensitivity; 

Threshold; <0.06µVpd (<2dBSINAD) 
Maximum; 0.21µV pd (21dB SINAD) 

UK 2m repeater access for example, 
rather than it being an 'optional extra'. 
All in all, I found the set easy to use on 
air, with a good performance on both 
transmit and receive. 

Laboratory Tests 

The accompanying results show 
the set's receiver to be quite sensitive, 
matching the transmitter's high power. 
I found the latter to be slightly low, 
although within measurement accura-
cies of the specified 50W. This was well 
regulated with increase in voltage, as 
were the mid and low power levels. The 
receiver gave a good account of itself in 
terms of strong signal rejection, and 
the frequency accuracy was very good. 
The transmitter deviation was accu-
rately set at just below the 5kHz abso-
lute maximum level, and the transmit-

Maximum Audio Output; 

Measured at 1kHz on the onset of 
clipping, 8 ohm load; 

2.77W RMS • 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity; 

S-Meter 

Reading 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 

++ 
+++ 

Level 
0.46µV pd 
0.680 pd •*!. 
1.190 pd 
1.96µV pd 
2.72µV pd 
3.51µV pd 
4.52µV pd 
5.890 pd 

Measured as increase in level of in-
terfering signal, modulated with 
400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation, above 
12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB 
degradation in 12dB on-channel sig-
nal; 

+12.5kHz; 
-12.5kHz; 
+25kHz; 
25kHz; 

36.9dB 
36.5dB 
70.2dB 
70.0dB 

Re. Level 
-15.3dB 
-12.0dB 
-7.2dB 
-2.8dB 
Odb ref. 
+2.2dB 
+4.4dB 
+6 7cIB 

TRANSMITTER 

ter harmonics were well suppressed. 

Conclusions 

I found the FT-2200 to be a very 
flexible 'all-round' 2m rig, its high 
transmit power combined with its good 
receiver performance allowed me to 
get to places on air that I often found 
marginal with 'earlier generation' rigs. 
The facility of the built-in DTMF paging 
with 'portable page forwarding' could 
be very useful where this is allowed, 
and options such as the Digital Voice 
Storage unit can make the set very 
versatile indeed! 

The FT-2200 currently sells for 
around £400-£435, and my thanks go to 
South Midlands Communications Ltd. 
for the loan of the setand accompanying 
mobile aerial. 

Blocking; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of 
interfering signal modulated with 
400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 
6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on-
channel signal; 

100kHz; 
1MHz; 

-10MH/; 

91.1dB 
96.7dB 
96 1ciB 

Intermodulation Rejection; 

Image Rejection; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of 
two interfering signals giving identi 
cal 12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd or 
der intermodulation product; 

25/50kHz spacing; 78.8dB 
50/100kHz spacing; 75.0dB 

Increase in level of signal at first IF 
image frequency (- 35.4MHz), over 
level of on-channel signal, to give 
identical 12dB SINAD signal; 

98.2dB 

TX Power and Current Consumption; 

Freq. Power 10.8V Supply 

144M Hz 

145MHz 

146M Hz 

High 37.0W/7.50A 
Mid 21.9W/5.70A 
Low 4.67W/3.00A 
High 37.0W/7.35A 
Mid 21.9W/5.55A 
Low 4.67W/2.90A 
High 36.8W/7.45A 
Mid 22.1W/5.55A 
Low 4.67W/2.95A 

13.2V Supply 

45.4W/8.25A 
22.0W/5.80A 
4.67W/3.00A 
45.7W/8.05A 
21.9W/5.75A 
4.67W/3.00A 
45.4W/8.2A 
22.1W/5.75A 
4.67W/3.00A 

15.6V Supply 

45.7W/8.40A 
21.9W/5.95A 
4.64W/3.05A 
45.9W/8.30A 
22.1W/5.80A 
4.67W/3.00A 
46.2W/8.25A 
22.1VV/5.75A 
4.64W'3 00A 

Frequency Accuracy; Peak Deviation; 

Harmonics; 

2nd Harmonic; 
3rd Harmonic; 
4th Harmonic; 
5th Harmonic; 
6th Harmonic; 
7th Harmonic; 

-76dBc 
-78dBc 

<-90dBc 
-82dBc 

<-90dBc 
<-90dBc 

Toneburst Deviation; 

2 31kH7 

-59Hz 
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IIII•ORUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO I OR 110100010 OF All /MS 

A CHRISTMAS 
PRESENT.. 
Wouldn't it be wonderful 

to pass on the pleasure 

which amateur radio has 

given you? 

You can buy D-i-Y Radio Magazine 
as a gift subscription this Christmas 
and open up the doors to the ei 
wonderful world of amateur radio. g 
D-i-Y Radio is the magazine for beginners of all 
agespublishedbytheRadioSocietyofGreatBritain. 
It encourages a long term interest in radio and 
electronics and may even help towards a 
worthwhile career. 

rin* 
Foriust J. . we will send the person 

of ¡our choice a bumper pack of goodies, including 
a personalised message from yourself. 

This pack will include: 

• A Christifias card and message from you 
- maximum ten words please. 

• The latest fun packed edition of D-i-Y Radio 
• An RSGB Map of Wetem Europe 

(900nun wide and,/elOmm high) 
• An RSGB pen • 4 

• A Morse Code information leaflet 
• An 'I love amateur radio' badge 
• AND a large plastic wallet to keep them all in! 

PLUS ... a further five editions of D-i-Y Radio 

at two-month intervals during 1994. 

All for only £9.00* 
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT THAT WILL BE 
REMEMBERED THE WHOLE YEAR THROUGH 

Please make your cheque payable to the RSGB and send 
it to the address below. Remember to include the name 
and address of the person you wish to give D-i-Y Radio 
to as a gift along with your greetings message. 
• Overseas prices on application 

4 RSGB (Dept HRT) 
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, 

Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JE 

NSW 0 à ' •• : II • " I 
For all your Amateur and Shortwave Listening requIremens 

i I ...---. I ' 

II 

Whatever your interest - HF, VHF, UHF, Transmit or Receive 

CALL NOW — (0234) 364004 
Part Exchange 8 Mail Order Welcome 

...-..914e WELLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
** s--a "« • in , NIG.TREET. 110P050 0X00 IRV FAO: (023.) MOH 21: 

ZeJ 

WISE BUY IF BARGAINS! 
DNA. >000 IN STN7HENSFODADR VOIFLF KOCH NFU. StIRAD AND RIC SET FACTORY 
n« 00 AD., WI Di VIAL .0 IWO .15 EMUS ETC IRCOMITIO.D.DOXED VT 
TO YAM SENSITNE Dd MOUE 130 MAUVE OAS A.61.11FACOST MT NOY BOxED VS 
MAR», AS AI«. OW UNIT My. - IIEW•11031)1111011ATTIMATte5m000L Arson-
IE.N0 Eve.% ETC 05 291 L/L 
OrmeAKOOCAYSTAL CONTII0m.ED KKR yeleWSone jACTONEWSTOCOSCOuNDINIKWEnOUCE0 
movie MitIELM 
SPARESOILMOLET ETC SO xewsni -rewleFœN r27 
Olormurale CA mof OADielert MY were 300 ,..,.........., En 
smut Muni, Ime)R2170CM3 Do 

VS a SIODOODIOISFSDE3FOR TOMS • 111C al 
°K .."..O..........” 0° O°1'.• MI mewl ..A. IANOCO Fame:a .1114 «MD 
ORO INFO . Gum 
YAM FTC 410 V Sat 02910,7Cat 12w 0/1° • ,,,C. COlme,,,,,,...".,,,,,,,,,, 2ou moo peen us 
VIIFIF INE0 . SWU co 
"...A.m... irtwn.t. ,.. M1400. on« Lwa net wow cHANNEL weave Km 
nowCETC  °. ouracurruy Vs 
151.02MSYNTH1-9ANOKIMNIKKIAM•moC ..,,,,,,enc, Lau.* ....,,,,,,,,o, 
ETC 05 
PrE maw AS ABM IN MULTIPLIES CO 10 à DS EA • VAT 5,..s.,..,..0 ›..n...., ,,,, or 

DIPWIRADIOSAWEICoollur WIT MIECMICWILL FOO 
COMAIDIEneefOrareseArcatoweaert$F0eCAuJIMELEURIeTmoPACKwo so new MGM 

AttEssensa OKAXIM VIA De MOM«. 0011 

G.W.M. RADIO LTD 
40/42POSTLAND ROAD..0710110. SUMS DAII ION TEL 11113 TM/ FAL DM DIM  

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS 
YUPITERU MVT 7100' • 

O WORN,. 1650 MHz 
I • 1000 CHANNELS 

o NLIVWFM/A.A/LSEVUSB 
*SUPPLIED WITH. NI-CAD 
BATTERIES. UK CHARGER. 
ANTENNA. DC CIGAR LEAD 
CARRYING STRAP BELT 
CLIP & EARPHONE 

SPECIAL OFFER £399 Inc P&P 

AOR 1500EX 

O. rOrCHAN13°' NE'LS' 

*NM/VOW/AM/55B 

o SUPPLIED WITH 

NI-CAD BATTERIES, UK 
CHARGER. ANTENNA, LW 

ANTENNA, DRY CELL 

BATTERY CASE. SOFT 

CASE. EARPIECE 

SPECIAL OFFER £339 INC P&P 

OPTO ELECTRONICS 2300 
.- ,ENCY COUNTER/FINDER 

AN EXTREMELY SENSITIVE 
HAND HELD FREQUENCY 
COUNTER - IT WILL , DISPLAY THE 
A71E15E11 
• OAHE • 2.461.17 
e FAST/SLOW GATE TIMES 
e HOLD SWITCH 
*SUPPLIED WITH. i i NI-CAD BATTERIES. UK 

CHARGER A ANTENNA 

SPECIAL OFFER £149 INC P&P 

STARTEK 

--,--- 
° • 
w°. 
7 

SPECIAL 

ATH -15 
uLTRAHIGH5194sTrony 
FREOUENCIISOUIGER/FINCES 01,1 
SQ. STRENGTH BAR ORA. 
DISPLAY 

•11AHI-ISONt 
• SENSIVA. LESS THAN INT 

2 51=treGTCH"e; 4 
02 
• 3 DATE TIMES 
• utoto FAST owes.. Toe LFS5 
11.1011.1.15ECOMDS 

• AUTO TRIGGER &KU 
• SUPPLIED*. a GADS UK 
C..Gfn  ANDANTENNA 

OFFER £199 INC P&P 

SCANNER AUTO-VOX 
CONNECTS TO & WORKS WITH ANY RECElyER 
WHICH HAS AN EAR' SOCKET 5 SOUELCH 
CONTROL SIMPLY PLUG THE AUTO-000 INTO 
THE 'EAR SOCKET OF THE RECEIVER. THEN 
PLUG THE OUTPUT LEADS PROW TdE AUTO-
VOX INTO THE MICROPHONE & REMOTE 
SOCKETS OF A TAPE RECORDER THE AUTO- 
VOX WILL THEN AUTOMATICALLY SWITCH THE 
TARE RECORDER ON WHEN A SIGNAL IS 
RECEIVED & OFF WHEN THERE IS NO SIGNAL 
PRESENT -RESULTA TAPE FULL OF ALL THE 
ACTION. 
SCANNER AUT0401 KIT CMS 0302904430 

Car INC PIP 

SCANNERS 

YUF1TERU MAT 7000 029 

YUPITERU INT KOS £49 

YUPITERU VT 125  Lira 

YUPITERU VT 225  0240 

FAIRMATE HP201:0  CM 

NEVADA MS1002 0200 

oa, 3,»,  EI399 

PLEASE ADD £.5 P&P 

l‘k  
QUANTEK ELECTRONICS 

3 HOULDEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 83131-IL 
CREDIT CARO ORDERS ALL PRODUCTS 

TEL: 021 411 1821 GUARANTEED FOR 
FAX: 021 411 2355 12 MONTHS 
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Problem Page 
Our new 'problem page' kicks off this month, with a 
sample of the many general queries we receive on ex-

PMR conversions 

Welcome to HRT's new 'problem page', 
where, each month, we hopeto provide 
answers to readers general queries on 
amateur radio matters. These can be 
either technical or non-technical, sim-
ple or high-level. In each case we'll 
ensure that an answer is provided 
through these pages, either through 
our own in-house staff (remember, we 
publish seyeral other radio, electronics, 
and computer magazines 'in-house' at 
Argus Specialist Publications with of 
course plenty of expert knowledge to 
call upon) or when needed by calling 
upon other recognised experts in the 
field. 

As this is the 'first month', we're 
going to start off with our Consultant 
Technical Editor (the letters after his 
name are longer than his name itself!) 
who I've arm-twisted into puffin to-
gether some of the many gerièral que-
ries we receive on ex-PMR conversions. 

Please do write in with your ques-
tions, on any amateur radio related 
subject. Even if you feel they're too 
'simple', we'll try to give you an answer, 
because if you're having problems with 
something we're sure others might also 
be in the same position! 

Question; 
I'm always being told that I should use 
a non-metallic adjusting tool to adjust 
the ferrite cores in my rig with, rather 
than a jeweller's screwdriver. But many 
of the cores are too tight and just break 
my adjuster, what should I do? 
Answer; 
This is a common problem, as, over a 
period of time, the lubrication oils that 
are often applied to the threads of these 
cores when the sets are made gets 
'waxy', and sometimes it even sets hard. 
One trick here is to heat the core up as 
much as you can, to hopefully loosen 

the waxy oil. Try using a fine-tipped 
soldering iron bit, applying this to the 
slot in the core, taking care not to 
damage the cojl former. Alternatively, 
another solution which I read but 
haven't tried myself, is to use some 
form of solvent to free the cores, a 
small drop of turpentine substitute 
down the core may be one method as 
long as you take the necessary precau-
tions such as ventilation and ensuring 
as little as possible gets onto the PCB, 
then thorough cleaning after use. 

Question; 
What happens if I find my rig already 
has a number of broken ferrite cores in 
the adjusting coils? 
Answer; 
These often break by someone forcing 
them with a hard tool, as ferrite is very 
brittle. If you're lucky, it'll just be the 
slot in the top of the core that's broken, 
and you may be able to adjust the core 
from the bottom if you can get to the 
underside of the PCB, which will often 
have a hole in line with the core. Oth-
erwise, unsolder the coil former and 
unscrew the core from the bottom, turn 
the core over, and resolder the coil 
former making sure you put it back the 
same way round - it'll often have a 
'notch' on one side of the former base. 
If, however, the core is cracked 
throughout most of, or all of, its length, 
you'll have to try to (carefully) get it out 
by 'crumbling' it with a suitable metal 
instrument, then replacing it with a 
similar core, adding a thin strip or string 

or whatever along its length if you find 
the threads are different. 

Question; 
Can I easily fit a synthesizer as a 'crystal 
replacement' to my rig to save the cost 
of buying more crystals for extra chan-

nels? 
Answer; 
You can, but often not very easily, and 
it may not be very cost effective either! 
Unless you're skilled in 'rig rebuilding' 
techniques (i.e., removing the crystal 
multipliers and injecting at 'final fre-
quency'!, you'll normally need two 
synthesizers because of the different 
multiplication factors of the crystals 
originally used. If you'd like to have a 
go though, then a good starting point 
would be the Cirkit MC145156 synthe-
sizer development board, which is a 
'complete' breadboard with built-in HF 
VCO. However, a possibly more cost-
effective solution would be to use your 
present rig on the channel it's on at the 
moment, and spend the money instead 
on a convertible ex-PMR rig that's al-
ready synthesized. 

Question; 
Where can you buy all this cheap ex-
PMR gear? I rarely see any advertised. 
Answer; 
There are plenty of firms who carry ex-
PMR gear, although you'll often find 
that it's difficult to advertise who's got 
what in stock because it changes very 
rapidly! The best thing really is to ring 
around the ex-PMR dealers who you've 
seen advertising themselves esa source 
of such gear in HRT over the last year or 
so (remember to look in the 'retail net-
work' and 'classified' sections as well), 
and simply ask what they have in stock! 

Question; 
I bought a set very cheaply but didn't 
look at the label before I got it, and I've 
found it's an AM set. Can I convert it to 
FM? 
Answer; 
Yes you can, but it often isn't economic 
to do so. Spectrum Communications 
have 'mod kits' to add FM to AM-only 
HF transceivers, which may be suitable 
for some models of ex-PMR gear. This 
may be the easiest way if you don't 
fancy building your own FM discrimi-
nators and FM modulators! 

Question; 
Where can I get conversion informa-
tion on this set I've just picked up? 
Answer; 
Ham Radio Today publishes plenty of 
PMR conversions onto amateur bands, 
and we've a lot more 'in the pipeline' 
waiting to go in. We publish conver-
sions on most of the popular sets, but 
of cou rse we can't cover everysi ngle set 
(like those you only see one or two of 
for sale). In this case, try sending an 
SAE to Bob Gant, who runs an 'ex-PMR 
club' (see HRT 'Helplines' for details), 
and he may be able to put you in touch 
with someone who hasthe information 
you need. 
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Long, Medium, and 
Short Wave 

Superhet Receiver 
Raymond Haigh describes a wide coverage AMISSBICW receiver project 

Many amateurs are reluctantto attempt 
the construction of a superhet, despite 
the fact that even a basic circuit of this 
kind can outperform simple direct 
conversion and straight receivers. 
Alignment, especially when a calibrated 
signal generator is not available, is usu-
ally perceived to be the main problem. 

The receiver described here can be 
aligned without special equipment. 
Almostanytransistor portable will serve 
as a means of setting up the IF stages, 
and aligning the short wave front end 
circuits is no more difficult than ad-
justing a TRF receiver. Aligning the long 
and medium wave front-ends is less 
straightforward, but, with care and 
patience, even this can be achieved 
without recourse to a signal generator. 

Coverage of the short wave bands 
is comprehensive, and provision is 
made for resolving and fine tuning 

amateur SSB transmissions. These 
features have been incorporated with-
out making construction difficult or 
complicated. Indeed, the basic circuit is 
simpler than the set manufacturing in-
dustry's standard design for domestic 
receivers. 

The Circuit 

Mixer/Oscillator Stage. The com-
plete circuit of the receiver is given in 
Fig. 1, where TR1 is arranged as a 
conventional, self oscillating mixer. 
Tuned radio frequency transformer, L1/ 
L2, couples the aerial to the base via DC 
blocking capacitor, C5. TRI emitter and 
collector are connected to oscillatorcoil 
windings, L3/L4, which are phased to 
ensure positive feedback. A number of 
frequencies, including the received sig-
nal and an oscillation 470kHz or so 

higher, combine at the collector and 
are fed to IFT1 via R5. 

Changes in supply voltage cause 
noticeable drift in simple transistor 
mixers the effect of aging batteries will 
show up clearly on a calibrated dial), 
and R3 and zener diode, D1, are incor-
porated to minimise this. The arrange-
ment is inevitably a compromise be-
tween long-term stability and current 
drain through the zener, but its inclusion 
is worth while if the receiver is to be 
calibrated. Different values of dropper 
resistor, R3, and zener voltage, are re-
quired to optimise the circuit for me-
dium and short wave coverage. A zener 
diode is not included in the front end 
circuit for long waves. Long term drift is 
less noticeable at these fregencies, and 
most amateurs are not too concerned 
about the extreme accuracy of long 
wave dial markings. 

Si switch 
positons 

•,\ e 1 

50 . • 2 
4 3 R3 

These components (other than Cl, C4, C12 &SI) These components (other then R7, R 1, R14, Si, S2, 
mounted on RF PCBs, (one per band) R25. C30) mounted on IF/AF PCB 

C14 in C18 

T tT 
IFT2 
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Base bias resistors, R1 and R2, have 
the same values for all coil ranges, but 
emitter bias resistor, R4, and its RF 
bypass capacitor, Cl, are reduced in 
value to optimise the circuit for short 
wave reception. The inclusion of R5 
helps to ensure consistent oscillation 
over the tuning capacitor swing, its 
value is the same for all ranges. 

Main Tuning System. 

The RF and oscillator coils aretuned 
by ganged, air-spaced variable capaci-
tors, C4 and C12. A swing of 10-300pF 
provides the necessary coverage on 
long and medium waves, but results in 
an excessive overlap on the higher fre-
quency short wave ranges. With the 
SW1 coil, oscillation ceased when the 
value of C12 approached 300pF, and 
oscillation was not sustained at lower 
values of C12 with the SW2 coil. 

The value of the variable capacitors 
clearly needs to be tailored to ensure 
reliable oscillation with all five coils, 
and to avoid excessive overlap on short 
waves. This is achieved by placing fixed 
capacitors, C3 and C11, in series with 
the tuning capacitor gangs to reduce 
their swing, trimmer capacitors C2 and 
C8 are included for each range. On long 
and medium waves,trimmer C9 iswired 
across the oscillator frequencies to help 
optimise teacking. 

The IF Amplifier Stage 

IFT1 tuned winding, L5, is coupled 

to the base of the IF amplifier, TR7, by 
LS. This simplified superhet circuit does 
not incorporate automatic gain control. 
Instead, IF gain is adjusted manually by 
R7, a panel control which varies the 
bias on TR2. 

Manual control of RF or IF gain is 
very desirable when provision is made 
for connecting long-wire aerials to 
simple front end circuits, and there has 
to be some means of adjusting the 
strength of signals reaching the detec-
tor. 

The Regenerative 
Detector 

The collector of TR2 is coupled to a 
regenerative detector by IF transformer, 
L7/L8. This inductor must have a fairly 
high 'CY, and the coupling between the 
windings, and the tapping position, are 
critical if the detector stage is to work 
well. The construction of this coil is 
fully described later. 

The application of positive feed back 
to L8 increases its 'CY from something 
less than 200 to a figure approaching 
8000 at the onset of oscillation. Sensi-
tivity and selectivity are thereby greatly 
enhanced, and this makes it possible to 
reduce the number of IF stages. If 
feedback is increased to the point where 
the circuit oscillates, the detector will 
restore the carrier missing from SSB 
and CW transmissions and they can be 
clarified without the need for an 
additional BFO (beat frequency 

oscillator) stage. 
Regenerative detectors are over-

loaded by strong signals, and audio 
quality deteriorates when they are op-
erated close to the onset of oscillation. 
With this design, the inclusion of IF 
gain control, R7, resolves the overload-
ing problem, and some reduction in 
audio quality is not too high a price to 
pay for obtaining high selectivity and 
sensitivity when searching for weak 
signals. R14 controls the positive feed-
back, applied via a tapping on L8, by 
varying the gain of MOSFET, TR3. Preset 
R19, adjusts the source bias to corn-
pensate for any spread in the character-
istics of TR3 and optimises the per-
formance of the detector. 

R17 

TR3 

 (   
C22 

R15 

R20 

R18 

R2 

C25 

- — 
— — 

C23 C24 
R19 

TR4 

R23 

C27 R24 

= C26 

L9 

S2a 

C28 

• 

\ 
• • 

S2b 

C29 - C30 

Overall Circuit Diagram 

R25 

S2 positions 

N • 1 

• • e 2 
4 3 

Stereo 
jack  LS 

S2c1 1\ 01 

S2c 
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C31 C35 

7 C34 
e •—• 

C32 

IC1 —r 
B1 B2 

2 R26 R27 9V 9V 
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Components List 

The IF signal is applied to gate 1 of 
the MOSFET, via C19, and the audio 
output is developed across drain load 
resistor, R17. Residual RF is filtered out 
by R20, C23 and C24. 

The Fine Tuning System 

Capacitors C15 and C16 tune L8 to 
the intermediatefrequency, and varicap 
diode D2 with potentiometer R11 enable 
the IF frequency to be shifted slightly, 
thereby affording a means of fine tun-
ing the input signal. Unlike the con-
ventional arrangement of low-value 
bandspread capacitors across front end 
tuned circuits, the tuning rate of this 
system is constant over all bands. 

Audio Amplifying and 
Filtering Stages 

Audio from the detector is applied 
to the base of TR4 via DC blocking ca-
pacitor, C25, and the amplified signal is 
developed across collector load, R22. 
The slider of the volume, or AF gain, 
control, R25, is connected to the input 
pin of IC1, a TBA820M integrated circuit 
audio power amplifier. This device is 
capable of supplying about 1.5W into 
the 3 ohm speaker whenconnected to a 
9V supply. In this application, the ripple 
rejection capacitor normally connected 
to pin.8 is unnecessary and component 
count has been further reduced by 
connecting one of the speaker leads to 
the positive side of the 9V supply. 

Under no-signal conditions, cur-
rent demand is very modest, typically 
6mA. This risesto peaks of about 100mA 
when the receiver is operated at loud 
volume levels. Swings of this kind cause 
significant voltage fluctuatioes, espe-
cially when the batteries are aging, and 

Resistors, 
1/4 W, 5% carbon film. 
R1 (all ranges), R3 (LW). 
R2 (all ranges). 
R3 (MW) 
R3 (SW1-3) 
R4 (LW and MW), R18. 
R4 (SW1-3) 
R5 (all ranges), R9, R20. 
R6, R12. 
R7 
R8 
R10, R15 
R11 
R13 
R14 
R16 
R17 
R19 
R21 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R25 
R26 
R27 

2k7 (6 off) 
6k8 (5 off) 
1k2 
100R (3 off) 
2k2 (3 off) 
820 (3 off) 
1k (7 off) 
22k (2 off) 
22k lin. pot. 
100k 
470k (2 off) 
100k lin. pot. 
47k 
10k lin. pot. 
220R 
12k 
10k preset 
2M2 
10k 
680R 
27k 
4k7 log. pot. 
47R 
1R 

Capacitors; 
The values of C3 and Cl 1 quoted in this list assume the use of a 365 + 365pF 
variable capacitor as tuning gangs of this kind are readily available. See Table 
1 for C3 and C11 values to suit alternative tuning capacitors. All capacitors 16V 
working or greater. All electrolytics axial lead unless otherwise stated. 
Cl 82pF ceramic. 
C2 (MW and LW), C8 and C9 (MW) 2-22pF film dielectric trimmers (4 off) 

he tuner and power amplifier sections 
of the receiver are accordingly fed from 
separate battery supplies. 

Audio filtering 

Clarity of speech under noisy con-
ditions is enhanced if audio reproduc-
tion is confined to the band of frequen-
cies between 300 and 3000 Hz, and 
more complex communications re-
ceivers usually incorporate filters to 

restrict the response in this way. 
Even simple forms of processing 

can help clarifyweak signais and render 
them audible against a noisy back-
ground. The audio response of this re-
ceiver has been tailored by an appro-
priate choice of values for coupling, 
feedback and bypass capacitors, and 
extra filtering can be switched in. 

Coupling capacitors C25, C27 and 
C35 have been reduced in value in or-
der to limit response to low audio fre-

Table 1. RF/Oscillator stage component values 

Band 
TRI 
RF Transformer 
Ll/L2 

RF Trimmer 
C2 
Osc. Coil RWR 331208 
L3/L4 (red core) 
Osc. Trimmer 5-60pF 
C8 
Osc. Freq. preset 5-60pF 2-22pF 
C9 
Osc. Frequencies 82pF 
C10 
TRI Emitter Bias 2k2 
R4/C7 1 OnF 
Supply Dropper 2k7 
R3 
Zener Diode 
Dl 
Tuning cap. 300pF 
swing reducers 
C3 and C11 for 
various tuning 365pF 1800pF 1800pF 
capacitor values 

500pF 750pF 

Long wave 
BF241 
CANIA 350EK 
(red core) 
or 

ferrite loop 
2-22pF 

Medium Wave 
BF241 
RWR 331208 
(red core) 
or 

ferrite loop 
2-22pF 

YMR 580046N 
(blue core) 
2-22pF 

363pF 
(330+33pF) 
2k2 
lOnF 
1k2 

6V2 

750pF 

SW1 
BC108C 
KANK 3333R 
(violet) 

2-10pF 

KANK 3426R 
(white) 
2-10pF 

680pF 

820 ohm 
4n7 
100 ohm 

8V2 

1800pF 

750pF 

SW2 
BC108C 
KANK 3334R 
(yellow) 

2-10pF 

KANK 3337R 
(green) 
2-10pF 

1000pF 

820 ohm 
407 
100 ohm 

8V2 

430pF 
(330+100pF) 

330pF 270pF 

270pF 

SW3 
BF241 
KANK 3335R 
(pink) 

2-10pF 

KANK 3428R 
(blue) 
2-10pF 

2200pF 

820 ohm 
4n7 
100 ohm 

8V2 

330pF 

220pF 



C2, C8 (SW1-3) 
C8 (LW) and C9 (LW) 
C3 C11 (LW, MW and SW1) 
C3, C11 ISW2) 
C3, C11 (SW3) 
C4, C12 

C10 (LW) 
C10 (MW) 

C10 (SW1) 
CaO (SW2) 
C10 (SW3) 
C5 (al) bands), C7 (SW1-3), C26 
C6 (all bands), C22, C32 
C7 (MW and LW) 
C13, C25, C27 
C14 
C15 
C16 
C17, C19 
C18, C31, C33 
C20 
C21 
C23, C24 
C28 
C29 
C30 
C34 
C35 
C36 

Inductors; 
Toko coils: 
L1/L2 (LW) 
L1/L2 (MW) 
L1/L2 (SW1) 
L1/L2 ISW2) 
L1/L2 (SW3) 
L3/L4 (M) 
L3/L4 (MW) 
L3/L4 (SW1) 
L3/L4 (SW2) 
L3/L4 (SW3) 
L5/L6 (IFT1) 
L7/L8 (IFT2) 
L9 

Semiconductors; 
TR1 (LW, MW and SW3) 
TR1 (SW1 and SW2) 
TR2 
TR3 
TR4 
(Ci 
D1 (MW) 
DI (SW1, 2 and 3) 
D2 

Sundries; 
Si a-f 

2-10pF film dielectric trimmers (6 off) 
5-60pF film dielectric trimmers (2 off) 
1800pF 1% polystyrene (6 off) 
330pF 1% polystyrene (2 off) 
270pF 1% polystyrene (2 off) 
365pF + 365pF Type 02 Gang air-

spaced variable 
82pF close tolerance ceramic 
363pF (330pF 1% polystyrene 
+ 33p close tolerance ceramic) 

680pF 1% polystyrene 
1000pF 5% polystyrene 
2200pF 5% polystyrene 
4n7 ceramic (9 off) 
100nF ceramic (7 off) 
10nF ceramic (2 off) 
1µF electrolytic (3 off) 
4p7 electrolytic 
22pF 5% polystyrene 
3-90pF film dielectric trimmer 
100pF polystyrene (2 off) 
100µF electrolytic, radial lead (3 off) 
24 electrolytic 
10µF electrolytic 
1nF ceramic (2 off) 
10nF mylar or polyester 
22nF mylar or polyester 
47nF mylar or polyester 
2n2 ceramic 
150µF electrolytic 
220nF ceramic 

CAN1A 350EK, or LW ferrite loop 
RWR 331208, or MW ferrite loop 
KANK3333R 
KANK3334R 
KANK3335R 
RWR 331208 
YMRS80046N 
KANK3426R 
KANK3337R 
KANK3428R 
YRCS11098AC 
See text and Fig. 5. 
Transistor AF push-pull 
driver transformer (see text) 

BF241 or BF494 (3 off) 
BC108C (2 off) 
BF241 or BF494 
3SK88 
BC169C 
TBA820M 
6V2 zener 
8V2 zener 
BB405B varicap. 

6 pole, 6 way Maka-switch assembly 
(one way not used) 

S2 a-d 4 pole, 4 way switch 
38 SWG enamelled copper wire, length of plastic overflow pipe, stiff card 
and balsa cement, all for making IFT2 Printed circuit boards, Vero pins 
and IC holder. Slow motion tuning drive. Hook-up wire. Chassis, dial and 
case-making materials. Battery holders. Control knobs. Phone socket. 
Aerial and earth terminals. 3 ohm loudspeaker. 

quencies, and C23, C24 and C26 shunt 
the higher frequencies. The feedback 
capacitor, C34, on (Cl, has been in-

creased in value from 220pF (which 
gives a flat response to 20kHz) to 2n2 in 
order to further curtail upper audio re-

sponse. 
Switching inthefilterformed by L9 

and C28 peaks the audio response at 
around 1300Hz and improves the clar-
ity of speech, especially when recep-
tion conditions are poor. The switched 
filter capacitor, C30, provides additional 
top cut. Resistor R24 matches the filter 
insertion loss, and prevents large out-
put changes when the unit is switched 
in and out of circuit. 

Components 

Toko coils and IF transformers are 
available from Cirkit. The former for 
IFT2 is a short length of the plastic 
overflow pipe sold by plumbers' mer-
chants and most DIY stores. The other 
components are retailed by a number 
of suppliers. Metal cased BC108 tran-
sistors must be used for the SW1 and 
SW2 front ends, and they must be 
specimens falling within gain group C. 
Do not attempt to substitute the plastic 
cased variant, BC548. Samples tested 
were not as active as the metal cased 
originals. 

The specified VHF tuning diode is 
available from Cirkit, but almost any 
device of this kind should be satisfac-
tory. Small silicon rectifier diodes, such 
as the IN4001, will also act as variable 
capacitors when the junction is reverse 
biased. Several were tried and found to 
be effective in this circuit. 

Filter inductor L9 is the primary of 
a transistor push-pull audio driver 
transformer. Items of this kind can be 
salvaged from old portables, but if dif-
ficulty is experienced, the LT44 trans-
former listed by Maplin and others 
would be suitable. 

Decent air-spaced tuning capaci-
tors can likewise often be salvaged from 
older valve and transistor radios (the 
author used a 300pF unit from a valve 
portable), and a good quality 10-365pF 
variable is retailed by at least two major 
component suppliers. If a salvaged 
component is to be used, remove any 
built-in trimmers and make sure that 
the unit is clean and dry, and that the 
vanes do not short together. 

A six pole, six way Maka-switch 
assembly was used for wave changing. 
The small size of this component ena-
bles RF wiring to be kept short and stray 
capacitance is minimised. Some form 
of slow motion drive must be fitted to 
the variable capacitors or tuning the 
receiver will be extremely difficult. A 
36:1 epicyclic drive was used for the 
prototype. These are not readily avail-
able, but Maplin list miniature 10:1 re-
duction drives. Two of these in tandem 
would give a ratio of 100:1 and this 
would be ideal. 

We continue next month with the 
construction stages. 
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SUMMER 1993 
CATALOGUE 

The new enlarged Cirkit 
Catalogue is out now! 

> 32 More pages 

> New range of Kenwood scopes 

> The latest scanning receivers and accessories 

> New section of row cost security products 

> Extended range of Velleman kits including: 250W 12Vdc 
to 220Vàc inverter, in-car amplifier power supply, 200 
and 400W amplifiers, suppressed lamp dimmer, halogen 
lamp dimmer, day/night ilerrnostat and telephone 
remote control unit 

> New test equipment, includes: 2.3GHz bench frequency 
counter. EPROM emulator/programmer, portable 'scopes 
and bench function generators 

> Host of new components, including: compression 
trimmers, variable capacitors, connectors, fuses, and 
fuseholders, potentiometers, IC's, soldering irons and 
lead free solder 

> Published 27th May 1993 

> Available from most large newsagents 
or directly from Cirkit 

> Send for your 
copy today! 

 —En— ' ClOrkk   a%vim 
• 

  ...., 
CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD 
Park Lane • Broxbourne • Hertfordshire • EN10 7N0 

Telephone (0992) 444111 • Fax (0992) 464457 

Radio Communication Products from AOR  

AR1500EX - The very compact ARI500EX hand-held 
wide range receiver offers all mode reception including 
SSB as standard. Newly designed printed circuit boards 
have been incorporated to ensure this new version offers 
the very best performance. Frequency range is 500 kHz — 
1300 MHz without gaps (reduced sensitivity below approx 
2MHz - all modes), all mode reception AM. FM(N). 
FM(W) & SSB (USB. LSB & CW - with BFO). The 
AR1500EX offers full coverage of the VHF, UHF and 
Shortwave Airbands plus Broadcast. Amateur band, Utility 
services etc. Many accessories included: NiCad pack. 
Charger. Dry battery case. DC lead. Soft case, Belt hook, 
DA900 VHF-UHF aerial. SW-wire aerial. Earphone. 
Comprehensive Operating manual... Suggested 
Retail Price of £349.00 inc VAT. 
(UK Carriage freed 

AR2000 - this popular receiver continues and 
remains a firm favourite with listeners and enthusi-
asts. There has to be a compromise in hand-held 
design when compared to base units such as the 
AR3000A receiver. However when compared to 
other wide range hand-held monitors on the market. 
the AR2000 provides the very best balance between 
sensitivity and strong signal handling. The AR20(X) 
has a very wide frequency coverage from 500 kHz to 
1300 MHz (1.3 GHz) with no gaps (reduced 
sensitivity below approx 2MHz - all modes). The 
modes available are AM (Amplitude Modulation). 
FM (Narrow Band Frequency Modulation - 
N.B.F.M.) and WFM (Wide Band Frequency 
Modulation). Any available mode may be selected at 
any frequency within the receiver's's coverage. For 
your convenience the search banks have been 
preprogrammed at the factory to largely suit the UK 
band plan. this allows you to switch on the AR2000 
and immediately enjoy hours of no fuss listening. Of 
course the AR2000 is supplied with an operating manual showing 
examples of programming etc. There are 1000 memories arranged in 10 
banks of 100 channels, there are also 10 additional programmable search 
banks. Supplied with: High Capacity NiCad batteries, AC charger, DC 
lead, DA900 VHF-UHF aerial, soft case with carry strap. belt hook, 
earphone and operating manual. Suggested Retail Price 
£309.00 inc VAT. (UK Carriage free) 

ABF-125 VHF Air Band Filter for better strong 
signal performance... The ABF12.5 is a receive bandpass filter 

especially designed to improve the strong signal handling 
characteristics of receivers for VHF commercial Airband 
listening. The ABF125 is suitable for connection to most 
airband and wide range receivers on the market, it is not 
designed just for AOR branded products. The addition of 
this filter to the aerial signal path will provide additional 
selectivity which will enable the receiver's circuitry to cope 
much more easily with strong interfering signals such as 
Band-2 Stereo or Shonwave broadcast transmissions which 
can be manifest in many ways such as 'hissing', mixing of 
many signals together, music breakthrough and desensitisa-
ion of Me receiver. The ABE125 is not an amplifier so will 
not 'boost' signals, however the additional selectivity 
offered can significantly improve reception in many 
situations by removing unwanted strong signals which may 
overload the receiver and reduce it's effectiveness. 
Note: Remember to remove the ABFI 25 from the aerial 

when monitoring signals other than VHF Airband or signal strength will 
be dramatically reduced. Suggested Retail Price £24.50 inc 
VAT. ICK Carriage £1.50) 

With the AR3000A (base-mobile receiver) your listening horizons are 
truly extended providing receive coverage from 100 kHz all the way up 
to 2036 MHz. without any gaps in the range. The AR3000A offers the 
widest coverage on the market today with a high level of performance 
and versatility from long wave through shortwave. VHF and onward to 
the upper limits of UHF and SHF. Not only will the AR3000A cover 
this extremely wide range it will allow 
listening on any mode: NFM, WFM. AM, 
USB. LSB and CW. The AR3000A also 
features an RS232C port for computer 
control. Suggested Retail Price 
£949.00 including VAT. 
(UK Carriage free) 

Please phone or send a large S.A.E. 
34p) for full details - thank you. 
E&OE 

flOR 
AOR (UK) Ltd. Adam Bede High Tech Centre, 10 
Derby Road. Wirkswonh, Derbys. DE4 4BG. 
Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927 
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From the 
Editor's 
Desk 

In the last week I've read about a couple of 
prosecutions regarding the use of scanners for 
listening into police frequencies. One was at 
the Kilmarnock Sheriff Court, where the youth 
involved was fined several hundred pounds 
and his scanner ordered to be destroyed, the 
other was in Manchester and involved an un-
employed man who was fined £200 plus £30 
costs. 

1 also recently read the following, you 
can probably guess the occupation of the writer, 
"We prosecuted a scanner wailer on my patch 
last year when the wally turned up at a shout. 
Unfortunately for him, he's known to us any-
way, so when he failed to give a reasonable 
excuse for coincidentally turning up his car 
was searchedandtwohandheldscannersfound. 
Most unfortunately for Mr. Scanman, when 
the officer tented it on he could hear his mates 
just down the road dealing with the incident. 
And when, out of curiosity, he twiddled .an-
other knob the radio room at Scotland Yard 
burst forth." 

The UK police are well aware of the 
dangers that scanners pose, but most Scanners 
readers (from our last survey) use theirs for 
Airband and Marine listening, a hobby in 
itself. So if you want to carry on walk your 
hobby, be careful that you don't ac l Stupidly 
by programming police frequencies'into your 
scanner's memories and then acting even more 
stupidly having done so. Even though you may 
get away with airband listening (although the 
law inthe UK currently prevents us doing even 
this), you won't with her Majesty's constabu-
lary! Act sensibly, and hopefully it'll only be 
the villains who get (rightfully) 'banged up'. 

New 
Products 

We've just received a bundle of information 
about new products from Garez Electronics, 
here's what we believe Scanners readers would 
be interested in; 

Tuneable Aerial Filter 

Most scanners on the market now feature 
enormous frequency coverage in a very small 
package, but unfortunately selectivity and 
strong signal handling characteristics have 
been sacrificed to save space and cost, which 
means that unwanted signal breakthrough can 
be a major problem. 

Attaching a microscopic handheld to a 
home-base aerial is often a good recipe for a 
disappointed listener. A good remedy is to use 
a notch filter, which is a high-Q tuned circuit 
which is plugged in line with the aerial and can 
be adjusted to attenuate an unwanted signal. 

The new Gates product is packaged in a 
plastic die-cast box (79 x 61 x 41mm) with 
internal RF shielding and uses a high quality 
Jackson tuning capacitor fordurability and RF 
efficiency. Input and output connectors are 
BNC. This filter simply fits in line with the 
aerial feeder and unwanted signals can be 
tuned out. Provided the interference is spaced 
more than 10MHz away, then there is negligible 
attenuation of the wanted signal. Around 30dB 
of rejection is achieved. The tuning range is 
85-175MHz, which covers the major problem 
area of band II and also PMR signals such as 
paging and police, the price is £26.80 inc. post 
and VAT 

Portable Scanner Aerial 

A lightweight design using ribbon cable 
elements so that it rolls up into a small bundle 
for ease of transport. It gives good VHF/UHF 
coverage and particularly offers aconsiderable 
improvement over the short flexible aerial 
supplied with handheld scanners. Installation 
couldn't be easier. just hang it from the nearest 
tree, curtain rail, or washing line. 

This low-cost, unobtrusive product could 
solve installation problems for flat-dwellers, 
travellers, holiday-makers. and those with re-
strictions on permanent aerial installations. It 
comes ready-for-use fitted with 4m of RG58/ 
U feeder and a BNC plug. Priced at £15.95 inc. 
post and VAT, we tried a sample here in the 
Scanners office, just strung up next to the 
window, and it certainly did work very well 
(the Tech Ed doesn't want to give it back!). 

VHF Airband Preamplifier 

There are several wideband receiver 
preamplifiers already on the market, but 
problems can arise because strong signals 
outside the Airband can be amplified to such 
an extent that the receiver is completely 
swamped by unwanted signals. 

The Gaits VHF Airband Preamplifier is 
designed to cover only the 118-137MHz band, 
giving at least 16dB gain. Strong out-of- band 
signals are filcely to be attenuated, giving further 
performancebenefits.Theproduct is packaged 
in a stove- enamelled die-cast box 
52x38x31mm with BNC connectors. A DC 
supply of 9-I5V at a few mA is required, 
making it suitable for operation from a battery 
or many common mains adaptors. Priced at 
£28.95 inc post and VAT, we hope to feature 
a test of this in next month's Scanners 

ScanMail 
It is true that a communications receiver is 
better on HF than a handheld with SSB and a 
wide open front end, and if you connect a 
decent bit of wife to the latter you may get the 
stronger SW broadcast stations and bags of 
noise elsewhere. However, a spot of aerial 
tuning or preselection can work wonders. At 
this station. an MVT-7100 was connected 
directly to the main station aerial. On 80m, 
nothing but uproar, with or without attenuator. 
Then through the tuner or matchbox, loud and 

clear SSB si£t,nals. Similar results were ob-
tained on 40m, and 20m where the magnetic 
loop was also effective, all rather better than 
hoped for. The MVT-7100 could do with a 
narrower filter and the frequency indications 
on this one were off (600Hz high on USE, 
2.4kHz low on LSB, should it have been 
1500Hz each way?) but it is hardly fair to 
compare it with an IC-765 and look at every-
thing else it does. It is suggested that anyone 
disappointed with a set of this kind on HF and 
who has not tried preselection should do so 
before spending too much more money. After 
all, having regard to the PR I 50/HFI50. it 
seems Lowe is thinking thus, albeit somewhat 
expensively! Try a tuner kit, or a tuned loop 
type of aerial. Or perhaps even the front end of 
an old type radin, with advice, and probably 
attenuation. 

What puules an old-tinter is, what with 
the batteries and the display and the speaker 
and all the logic in that tiny case, where does 

the radio go? And how to stop it being nieed? 
Don't have that problem with the HRO. 
Alex Dick. 'Sandy' GMO1RZ. 

Editorial Comment; 
It'scertainly true that 'do-everything' receivers 
are often a compromise, but even the 'better'. 
dedicated HF receivers (like the HF-150 you 
mention) can sometimes usefully use a 
preselector to add to the overall rejection of 
strong signals in other bands. For home con-
structors, we've the very thing here just wait-
ing to be published in 'Ham Radio Today'. a 
stand-alone tunable HF preselector by 
Raymond Haigh to accompany the HF 
multimode receiver project in the current mug. 

Why not send us a letter for publication! 
Send yours to Sheila Larch, Editor Scanners/ 
HRT. Argus Specialist Publications, Argus 
House: Boundary Way. Hensel Hcpstead. 
Herts, HP2 7ST, or you can fax your letter 
direct to the Editor's desk on 0703 263429.  

- - - — 
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Yupiteru 
MVT-3100 
Review 

Chris Lorek tests a newcomer from Yupiteru 

Over the last few years, Yupiteru have become 
quite a well-known name in the scanner receiver 
field, and there's many a scanner hobbyist 
who'd love to own their 'top of the range' 
model, the MVT-7100 (reviewed in the April 
1993 issue). Others in their range include the 
airband orientated VT-I25 (civil) and VT-225 
(civil and military) models, their latest 'niche 
market' set being the MVT-3100. This is de-
signed primarily for marine, PMR and 903MHz 
coverage, the frequency coverage being 
143.000- I 62.025MHz, 347.7125-
452.000M H z, and 830.009-960.000MHz. The 
set uses FM throughout, with pre-programmed 
10kHiand 12.5kHz tuning steps. 

Features 

The MVT-3100 has 100 memory chan-
nels arranged into -10 banks of 10 channels 
each, a further 'priority channel' memory, 
plus 10 independently programmed search 
bands. These bands and banks are labelled 
HAM V, FIRE, MARINE, POLICE U, TAXI, 

MCA, PERSONAL, BAND 1, BAND 2, and 
BAND 3 on the set's keypad, undoubtedly 
conforming to Japanese-used bands (which of 
course you can program to whatever you wish 
within the frequency coverage range). The set 
scans at around 30 memory channels per sec, 
and around 40 steps per second in 'search' 
mode. 

A very useful facility is that of up to 100 
'search pass' channels. Most scanners 'lock 
up' on a number of channels in 'search' mode, 
where you're searching across all channels 
between two programmed frequencies, either 
due to internally generated signals or external 
carriers. With the MVT-3100, all you need do 
if you come across a frequency which you'd 
like to automatically skip each time, is to press 
a couple of buttons and that frequency is stored 
in the set's memory. Each time it subsequently 
comes to that frequency, it simply passes it, no 
more button-pushing every few seconds as 
with many other scanners! 

The MVT-3100 is powered either from 
four AA nicads or an extemal 12V DC source 
via an optional power lead (this also charging 
the nicads), and comes supplied with nicads 
ready-fitted and a plug-in wall charger, plus 
carrying aids of a metal belt clip and wrist 
strap. The set measures 59mm (W) x I47mm 
(H) x 38mm (D) and weighs 280g. 

In Use 

I started off by having a listen around the 
2m and 70cm amateur bands, as the reception 
of my semi-local repeaters on these bands 
normally gives me a 'starting reference' as to 
how a scanner performs. Surprisingly, this is 
where I found I needed to look at the instruc-
tion book! This was well written (with only a 
few 'literal Japanese translations') with good 
instructions on how to use the scanner, although 
from this I found why I couldn't change the 
tuning step size from 10kHz (as pre-pro-
grammed for both the 2m and 70cm amateur 
bands) to I2.5kHz. Quite simply, I couldn't, 
10kHz steps were 'hard programmed' over the 
I43-155MHz and 430-440MHz ranges. Ah 
well! 

However, the review period nicely coin-
cided with the start of the Whitbread round-
the-world yacht race from my local city of 
Southampton, and the VHF marine band was 
literally a hive of busy activity, if you saw the 
start on TV, you'll have seen the Solent waters 
described as "worse than the M25 during rush 
hour"! But this was superb for trying out a 
scanner with a pre- programmed marine band! 
The set worked quite well, and I appreciated 
the 'search pass' facility which allowed me to 
'lock out' various channels (such as Niton 
Radio carrying telephone traffic and other 
channelscarrying routine commercial shipping 
traffic). The boat's VHF radio was on dual 
watch channel 16 and 72 (channel 72 was used 
for overall yacht coordination that day, and 
yes. I do have a VHF Marine Certificate of 
Competence to use it!), however the scanner 
let me have a good 'nosey around' all the other 
channels from my top pocket, without missing 
possibly vital traffic on the main radio. The 
scanner's internal speaker gave very good 
audio, and the S-meter allowed me to check 
the relative strengths of received signals, it's a 
pity all scanners don't have this facility. 

Back at home, I found the 'pass' facility 
again very useful in 'locking out' various 
other unwanted signals. After some tests. I 
found the 900MHz range was around 10kHz 
off frequency on receive, a quick 'tweak' 
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inside the scanner fixed this though. With the 
set on a tabletop, I found the LCD was ver. 
difficult to read from above, I had to tilt the 
scanner back to see what wasgoingort Another 
minor niggle' was that, with the metal hell 
clip attached making it 'top heds the .et 
very easily toppled over with the slightest 
touch. 

Technicalities 

The MVT-3100 uses a triple conversion 
superhet receiver, with intermediate frequen-
cies of 285MHz, 45MHz, and 455kHz. This 
gives it an excellent 'image rejection' per-
formance, as you'll see from the lab results. 
unlike some other scanners where you often 
just have to put up with the unwanted interfer-
ence or fit an external filteil The results also 
show the set is reasonably sensitive, and has 
'tight' filtering giving very good rejection of 
adjacent 12.5kHz channel signals. 

Conclusions 

The MVT-3100 could prove quite useful 
for listeners interested in the VHF marine 
band, although the reminder of the set's cov-
erage seems to be, in my opinion at least, rather 
unusual for UK monitoring use. The 'search 

pass' facility can be quite useful, for example 
in the 900MHz range, to 'get rid' of those 
constant signals you'd rather skip whilst being 
able to scan across a range of frequencies. 

I found the set easy to use, light when 
carrying around. and certainly unto the quality 
and performance I've come to expect from 
Yupiteru sets. The 'MVT-3100 is currently 
priced at £199. including nicads and charger, 
and my thanks go to Nevada Ltd. in Portsmouth 
for loaning the set for review. 

LABORATORY RESULTS: 

All tests performed at 145MHz FM, using 
fully charged internal nicads, unless other-
wise stated. 

Sensitisit5: 

Input signal level in µV pd required to give 
1 2(.1B SINAI); 

Freq. Sensitivity 
I 45MHz 0.21 
150MHz 0.22 
155MHz 0.23 
160MHz 0.20 
350MHz 0.16 
375MHz 0.18 
400MHz 0.16 
425MHz 0.18 
450MHz 0.22 
850MHz 0.18 
875MHz 0.24 
900MHz 0.36 
925MHz 0.35 
950MHz 0.39 

Squelch Sensitivity; 

Level of signal required to raise receiver 
squelch 

Threshold; 0.13p.V pd (4dB SINAD) 
Maximum; 0.63p.V pd (25dB SINAD) 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity; 

Measured on I45MHz FM as increase in 
level of interfering signal, modulated with 
400Hz at 1.5kIlz deviation, above 12d8 
SINAD ref level to cause 6dB degradation 
in I2dB on 'channel signal; 

+12.51cHz; 37.5dB 
-12.51cHz; 37.7dB 
+25kHz: 44.4dB 
-25kHz; 47 OdB 

Blocking; 

Measured on 145MHz FM as meres,,-
over I2dB SINAI) level of interfering sic 
nal modulated with 400Hz at I.5kHz de-
viation to cause 6dB degradation in 12d1( 
SINAI) on-channel signal; 

+100kHz; 62.8dB 
+1MHz; 77.4dB 
+10MHz; 69.3dB 

Intermodulation Rejection; 

Measured on I45MHz FM as increase 
over I2dB SINAI) level of two interferin 
signals giving identical I2dB SINAI) err-
channel 3rd order intermodulation prod-
uct; 

25/50kHz spacing; 61.7dB 
50/100kHz spacing: 59.5dB 

Image Rejection 

Difference in level between unwanted ( 
90MHz) and wanted signal levels, ear 
giving I2dB SINAD on-channel 145M11. 
FM signals; 

145MHz; 
435MHz: 
935MH7: 

>100dB 
58.9dB 
>100dB 

Maximum Audio Output 

Measured at speaker/earphone socket. 
¡kHz audio at the onset of clipping (10' r 
distortion), 8 ohm resistive load; 

I 56mW RMS 

S-Meter Reading 

Indication 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Level 
0.27p.V pd 
0.47µV pd 
0.80µV pd 
1.77µV pd 
4.58µV pd 

Rel. Level 
OdB ref. 
+4.7dB 
+9.3dB 
+16.2dB 
+24.4dB 

Scanning, no signal; 
Receive, mid volume; 
Receive, max. volume; 

513mA 
95inA 
119mA 



ScanAds 
Want a scanner or receiver, or have you 
got one to sell? Do you need some 
accessories, or simply want to adver-
tise your local scanner/airband club? 
Then advertise free in our 'ScanAds' 
pagel This is a free service only for 
reader's privately-owned scanner re-
lated products, and for non-profit en-
thusiast groups (for other equipment 
please use the 'main' magazine ads - 
thanks). Commercial or private ads may 
also be placed in the pre-paid classified 
ads section - call 0442 66551 for details. 

Send your free reader's ad to; 
ScanAds, Editor HRT/Scanners, Argus 
Specialist Publications, Argus House, 
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, 
Harts, HP2 7ST, or you can fax your 
coupon direct to the Editor's desk on 
0703 263429. 

CLUBS 

S.E.A.R.C.H. Scanning Club (scanning 
enthusiasts and radio communication 
hackers). For details send SSAE to 
SEARCH., The Gatehouse, 20 
Wadsworth Drive, Sheffield S12 2DF. 
England. 
Medium Wave club, catering for all 
Medium Wave listening enthusiasts. 
Membership is £11.00 per annum, in-
cluding their 20/24 page A5 magazine 
'Medium Wave News' by post. Contact 
Club Treasurer Alf Brimming, 43 
Atwoed Drive, Bristol BS11 OSR, Tel. 
0272 828586 day or evening, for details. 
Plymouth Scanning Club requires in-
formation on frequencies in the south 
west of England. Please send to PSC, 
216 Wolseley Read, Plymouth PL2 2JA 

FOR SALE 

AR-2800 BFO, AM/FM/WFM, PSU, 
manual, original box, £3#0 ovno. 
DM1000 Easyreader CW/RTTY/AMTOR/ 
SITOR TV interface, input AF level 
booster, (near Holywell). Tel. 0352 
713267 answerphone, or 0244 681686 
11.00 tO 13.00 hours. 
Kenwood RZ-1 wideband receiver, 
504kHz-905MHz continuous, AM/NFM/ 

Adbess 

WFM, good condition, boxed, with 
mains transformer, half price, £240. 
(South Devon). Tel. 0626 862719 
Realistic PRO-2006 400 channels, 
hyperscan, 4 months old, very little 
used, immaculate with handbook, bar-
gain, £185 (Daventry). Mac, Tel. 0327 
842285 anytime 
FairmateHP-100 handheldscanner, 15-
550MHz, 805-1300MHz, AM/FM/WFM, 
1000 channels, 10 search banks, lots of 
features, plus nicads, asking £185 
(Shropshire). Tel. 0746 761996 
Kenwood AT230 ATU, £80. Kenwood 
PS10 PSU with built-in speaker, £30, 
both mint condition. Roger Morgan 
G6NTC1 (Dudley), Tel. 0384 211744 
Yupiteru MVT-8000 8MHz to 1300MHz, 
AM, NMI, WFM, 200 channel memory, 
£280, (Derby). Tel. 0283 221870 
Sony ICF-SW7600 150kHz-30MHz AM/ 
SSB, 88-108MHz FM/stereo, mains 
adapter, aerial, boxed as new, £95 
(Cheshire). Tel. 0457 863131 
AR-2000 Handheld scanner, 0.5-
1300MHz, boxed as new, £180. Realis-
tic PRO-35 scanner, 66-88, 144-174, 108-
136, 406-512MHz, £70 (Carlisle). Tel. 
0228 48696 
Yupiteru MVT-7100 scanner, as new, 
hardly used, £330 ono. (Middlesex). Tel. 
081 890 6452 
AOR-3000A scanner (mint), under 
guarantee, £695. Icorn AH-7000 omni 
wideband 50-1300MHz aerial (new), 
£60. SSB 50-1300MHz preamp (new), 
£100. Paul G4XHF (Crawley), Tel. 0293 
515201 
AOR-2800 Multimode scanner 0.5-
600MHz, 800-1300MHz, AM/FM/WFM/ 
SSB/CW, excellent condition, boxed 
with accessories, £350. Jim (Glasgow), 
Tel. 041 942 7872 
Sony ICF-PRO80150kHz to 223M Hz with 
all accessories and manual, excellent 
condition, £180 no offers (Edinburgh). 
Tel. 031 440 4418 
FRG-9600 MkI scanning receiver 
500kHz-1GHz in full working order, un-
marked, includes mains adaptor and 
instruction manual, bargain price, £250. 

Free Readers 
Advertisements 

Sqneture 

En., your .81 In. War below rul owl »Men., 

lierr.Pretél•n• 
on OM 216421 

Contact Darren G4VTC1 (Burgess Hill, 
Sussex), Tel. 0444 870061 after 6.00pm. 
Realistic PRO-2022 base/mobile scan-
ner, 68 to 960MHz, 200 memories, boxed 
as new, £120 ono. Ben Kemp (Keswick), 
Tel. 07687 73575 
Yupiteru MVT-8000 wideband scanner, 
8 to 1300MHz complete with discone 
and books, boxed and under guaran-
tee, unwanted gift, cost £300 accept 
£150. Dave Jupp (Shoreham, Sussex), 
Tel. 0273 596398 
Realistic PRO-9200 scanner, ideal for 
beginner, mains adapter, good cover-
age, airband, etc., bought May 1993, as 
new condition, little used, adaptor for 
car included, with manual and original 
box, good saving on new, £75. Roy 
Greaves (Chester), Tel. 0244 381258 
Yupiteru MVT-7100 handheld scanner, 
1 to 1300MHz, AM, WBFM, NBFM, mul-
tiple steps, 200 memories, rotary or 
keypad frequency control, fast scan, 
nicads and charger, excellent condi-
tion, boxed as new, £200. Keith 
Waterhouse (Sale, Manchester), Tel. 
061 973 6778 

WANTED 

Scanner, no gaps 1300MHz, AR1500, 
MVT7100 or similar. Sale, exchange, 
transceiver, mobile 20m/80m, micro-
phone, 20W output, solid state, well 
constructed by G3NXD. Ray Shuck, 
Tregarron, Lowe Lane, Wolverley, 
Kidderminster, Worcs DY11 5QR, Tel. 
0562 850570 

EXCHANGE 

AOR-1000 handheld scanner, FM/AM/ 
WFM, nicads, charger, swap for base 
scanner with same coverage 0.5-
600MHz and 805-1300MHz or near, 
WHY? Cannot travel far, (Derby). Tel. 
0332 45071 
Realistic PRO-34 handheld, boxed, as 
new, for Realistic PRO-2004 base model. 
Eric Calvet (East Sussex), Tel. 0323 
892663 
2m Scanner wanted, exchange for Re-
alistic PRO-39 scanner, boxed, straight 
swap. A. Hesketh, 3 Rutland St, Pres-
ton, Lancs. Tel. 701131. 
Will swap brand new Yupiteru MVT-
7100 scanner with all accessories and 
cash for AR-3000 or AR-3000A. 
(Kettering. ( tel. 0536 522007 
Amiga 500+ uprate 2Mb with colour 
monitor, manuals and 40 games, new 
condition,for MVT-7100 scanner or AR-
1500X (Blackpool). Tel. 0253 48870 
anytime. 
Realistic PRO-2006 scanner, 4 months 
old, hardly used and immaculate, 
boxed. Wanted, good HF receiver, 
Eddystone 1830 or similar, or anything 
with full coverage, some cash adjust-
ment available. Bill Symes G8AIV, 135 
Moreton Road, Upton, Birkenhead, 
Merseyside L49 4NT 
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MODEL ENGINEER 
V\kil1 (ø & Modelling Exhibition 

GRAND HALL OLYMPIA, HAMMERSMITH ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON W14 8UX 
31st DECEMBER 1993 • 8th January 1994 

OPENING TIMES: 10am-6pm every day except Thursday 6th January 10-8pm. 

Ai Christie's Model Auction 
(Wednesday January 5th) 

• Ride on the longest portable model 
railway in England - r/. gauge 

• Festival of Indoor Model Flight - the 
biggest indoor flying event ever all day 
every day in the adjoining National Hall 

• The Arnhem Memorial Flight & Display 

• Wargames - continuous participating 
games. 

• Miniature railway layouts 

• Ship and engineering display by The 
Maritime Museum 

• Driver of The Year Competition - 2" scale 
Clayton Wagons (Thursday 6th & Friday 7th 
January. 

• 100's of models on display 

- boats, aircraft, cars, 
locomotives, science fiction 

• Radio control boats 

• Remote Control Cars 

(December 31st January 2nd, 3rd & 8th) 

• Indoor fun flying (DPR January 1st, Midair 

& SAMS January 6th) 
• Scalextric - races for everyone 

• 5" - gauge steam railway - rides for everyone 

• Associations, societies & club stands. 

- 
[ Show Guide giving a diary of events available from 

3rd December. Auction enquires ring Tom Rose, 
Christie's Tel: 071 581 7611. Further information. 

Competition entry forms and details of RNLI special 
train from north Wales obtainable from Argus 

Exhibitions, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7ST. Tel: 0442 66551 

Grand Hall, Olympia is easily accessible by 
• Road • Rail • Underground and bus • Mainline & 

Underground stations adjacent. Some trains from 
Brighton, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham 

and Edinburgh stop at Olympia. 

Admission: Adults £5, Senior Citizens £4, Children £2, Family Ticket £12 
(2 adults & up to 4 children) - 2 day and season tickets available in advance. 

Argus Specialist Publications with Hilton hotels are offering special rates for the duration of the Exhibition. 

Hilton National London Olympia 
London Kensington Hilton 
London Regents Park Hilton 
The Longhorn Hilton 
London Hilton on Park lane 

Assocwrs HOTELS   
Plaza on Hyde Park 
Sherlock Holmes Hotel 
The Clive Hotel Hampstead 

Located on Kensington High Street, home of the most fashionable and exciting stores in London 
Located among the elegant Georgian houses and tree lined streets of Holland Par* 
Overlooking Lords Cricket Ground. the Regents Park hotel is close to the West End 
Situated in London's West End and close to Orford Street 
In the heart of Mayfair and its elegant shopping district 

Close to Victoria and Albert Museum & Kensington Palate £29.90 
Near Madame Taissaries & London Zoo £32.20 
Small & welcoming. close to Hampstead and its Heath £24.15 

Booking Fenn - International Model Engineer 8c Modelling Exhibition 

Name Address 
Postcode 

Accommodation required Double o Tvvin 0 Single o No in party 

Choice of hotel Dates required 

Payment by; cheque (71 Access n Visa 0 Diners J AmEx J My Credit Card No ExPmY 

There will be a return coach service direct to the Exhibition at a cost of MOO per person on the dates shown. Please tick if required, January 1st o January 8th o 
Return booking form to: Heidi Ross, CRO, Hilton International, PO Box 137, Watford, Hertel/VDT 113N. Tofo (0923) 238877 

£31.05 
£4.50 
£31.05 
£75.90 
£75.90 

l'ILION 
Ill fON 

Prices are for each guest each night for Twin/Double Room lEte sangle 
supplement/ and include Continental breakfast. lexcept The Langharn Hilton 
and London Hilton on Park Lane which no ads English breakfast/. Print. bath/ 
shower. tearcoffee making tea ties and VAT (single supplement E30 at both 
hotels!. There is a supplement OILS 50 for full English breakfast 

Make it • Model Stay 

Tel No 

No of nights 



How I Began 
Our new occasional series of 'How l Began' starts this 
month with that well-known 'personality in print', Geoff 

Arnold G3GSR 

I first became interested in radio at 
around the age of 8 or 9, when an aunt 
gave me a book entitled How it Works 
and How it's Done. It was a marvellous 
collection of features on mechanical 
things plus electricity, telephones and 
'wireless', and I read and re-read it from 
cover to cover. 

Returning home to Southampton 
towards the end of World War II, I soon 
discovered that a couple of doors away 
there lived an electrician who worked 
in a local munitions factory, but repaired 
radio sets and domestic appliances in 
his spare time. Before long I was trying 
to cadge bits and pieces off him to build 
the spark transmitter described in my 
book. He tried to convince me that spark 
transmitters weren't quite the thing for 
a young lad to be experimenting with, 
and diverted me into receivers and 
things electrical. 

When my dad came home from the 
war, he had developed an interest in 
what we would now call medium wave 
DXing, and the front of our HMV do-
mestic radio was soon festooned with 
lists showing the names and wave-
lengths of distant broadcastindtations. 
Somehow, we heard about' 'short 
waves' and my dad 'bought a • 
secondhand, 3-band broadcast receiver. 
It was on that set that I heard my first 
amateur stations (DSB AM), though I 
didn't really understand what theywere. 

My hankering towards the spark 
transmitter had not been totally sup-
pressed, and I got hold of a small in-
duction coil which I connected to a long 
wire aerial running to a tree at the 
bottom of our garden. It worked a treat, 
and I was soon in contact with most of 
our neighbours! They protested to my 
dad, who rapidly put an end to my 
exploits with a clip round the ear and a 
copy of F. J. Camm's Practical Wireless 
Circuits (I have it still) with lots of in-
teresting circuits to build. 

As my days at school were coming 
to an end, radio was my consuming 
passion, and combining it with a paral-
lel interest in aircraft (fairly common in 
youngsters who'd lived through the 
war years), I was all set to join the RAF. 
Somehow, I think as a result of an 

Geoff Arnold G3GSR 

Geoff and Barbara Arnold are often 
seen at rallies 'flying the flag' for 
Morsum Magnificat and Radio 
Bygones 

advert appearing in the local paper, I 
signed up instead for a course in Marine 
Radio at a college at Hamble, near 
Southampton. 

The training there led first to a 2nd 
Class and then a 1st Class Postmaster 
General's Certificate, qualifying me to 
operate and maintain radio installations 
on board ship. Apart from the technical 
side, we had to learn to send and receive 
Morse at 25 words per m inute, and how 
to handle telegrams. 

A popular feature of the college 
was the amateur radio club, with a 
station comprising an Eddystone 358 
receiver and an ex-RAF T.1154 trans-
mitter. I was fascinated, and decided I 
wanted to get in on this for myself. 
From another student I bought the 
transmitter section of a B2 suitcase set, 
and from a surplus dealer I acquired the 
receiver section of an ex-army No. 18 
Set. 

At that time, there was a 'dispen-
sation' system, under which a person 
holding one of a wide range of military 
or seagoing qualifications could get a 
UK Amateur Licence without sitting the 
exam and/or Morse test. My 2nd Class 
PMG was accepted as sufficient evi-
dence of ability, and I was soon on the 
air - CW of course. My first contact was 
on 40m (the only amateu r band covered 
by my receiver) with a station on the 
other side of Southampton. Real DX! 

When I went to sea, I let my ama-
teur licence lapse, as there were no 
maritime mobile licences in those days, 
and precious little home leave between 
voyages. I did do a lot of broadcast and 
SW listening in my off-duty hours, and 
I realised my ambition of using a spark 
transmitter-a 300 watt emergency set! 

It was not until some thirty years 
later that the urge came to resurrect my 
amateur licence. By then the dispen-
sation scheme had finished, and I had 
to take the RAE (one of the first multi-
ple-choice exams) and the Morse test 
before getting my old callsign back. 

By then I was Editor of Practical 
Wireless, and in the enviable situation 
of having a stream of different rigs to 
try out for review in the magazine. It 
only hurt when I had to hand them back 
at the end of the test period! Now, for 
my own station, I have a very nice little 
Shimizu SS-105S 10W semi-kit HF 
transceiver, a Lowe HF-150 receiver, an 
Eddystone 940 valved receiver and a 
small selection of Morse keys. My fa-
vourite modes have always been CW 
and C1RP. 

Although I still do quite a bit of 
SWL'ing, I regret to say that I haven't 
been on the air for some time. I'm just 
too darned busy, editing Radio Bygones 
and Morsum Magnificat magazines, 
attending rallies, writing articles and so 
on. One of these days, I promise myself. 
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Make at wiittelire 
an esse adio arnat 

worth £3.91, 
This Christmas were offering a free 

diary to everyone 
who takes out a 1 year Direct Delivery 
Subscription. 
This "Little Black Book" is almost as useful as 
- itself, packed full of dates and information 
you'll refer to again and again! It's a top quality, 
slim pocket diary with the logo embossed in 
gold lettering on the cover - don't be seen without 
one! 
Grab this chance to treat yourself to 12 months of 
the best radio magazine around and a free diary or 
get a friend a present you know they'll appreciate. 
But hurry, this otter closes 2,1293. 

Ye • Chnannas and .a- new year 

r  Your Christmas gift order form (COMPLE7E IN BLOCK CAPITALS) 
. Yes. I would like to re/subscribe to HRT for 1-year and get my free diary 

I (quote subscription number if renewhig ) 
Please commence my subscription from the issue 1 I enclose my cheque/P.0 for f made payable to A.S.P or debit my 

Access/Visa account: 

1 Year Subscription Rates s a free 1994 diary 
UK Europe á El,. Sterling 0/S 

£20.00 f26.80 $28.90 

Signature Expiry- Today's date'  

Name  

Address.  

  Post code'  

Please notarial to ensure you receive your free calt before Cmrstrnes, orders reset be 
reœved by 1/1293 Sersd thrs coupon and your payment to /ragas Subscription SarvIcas. 
Oueensway nasse. 2 Clueensway. Redhill, Surrey. R111 10S 
Or credd card hoe*, can call our hotline 0737 768611 

US Dollars You may receive furl., rntormation about offers and services synch may be of reerest to too-
Ins otter Hoses 2r1 2-93 $52 

R.
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(.6 \ 911 GIRAS G811 S 

Visit your Local Emporium 
,Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show 

- AGENTS FOR: 
YAESU • AZDEN • ICOM • KENWOOD • ALINCO 

ACCESSORIES: 
Diamond Range, Adonis Mies, Mutek Pre-Amps, Berme° Most 

tipprerts, DRAE Products, BNQS Linears & PSU's, ERA 
Microreader & BP 34 Fier, SEM Products 

Full range of squires receivers 

IERIALS. Tonne Full Ra;Ikt etlobile Ants: faibrom 

JUST GIVE USA RING 

Radio Amateur Supplies 
3 Farndon Green, Waal. Park, Nottingham NG8 IDU 

Off Ring Rd.. between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road I 

Monday: CLOSED Saturday 9am-4pm. Tuesday-Friday 10am-5pm 

Tel: 11602 289267 
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BMK-MULTY 

Advanced HF Digital Communications 

8-module program for IBM PC £120 
Amtoor. CW. FAX . Logger . PacTor . RTTY. 

SSTV . Tuner 
Any subset available. Single modules from £15 

4-module program for Atari ST - £50 
State callsign, disk size and 9 or 25 way RS232 
Matching built BARTG modem £61 inc UK P&P 

Add £4 P&P (Europe) or £8 (elsewhere) 

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (G4BMK) 
2 Beacon Close. Seaford, E. Sussex 9925 2JZ 

Tel 0323 893378 

(FIRTH elj 

The UK Scanning Directory 
New 3rd Edition - Lists over 12,000 Sport Frequencies 

Here is the book that every scanner owner has been waiting 
for! This new 3rd edition has been completely revved and 
thoroughly updated, and its comprehensive coverage and dean 
continues to amaze readers. Listing over 12,000 spot frequencies 

25 MHz - 1.215 GHz, remains the biggest and best guide on 
the market, and covers publics utilities, security, telephone and 

lots more we dare not mention! 
Price £16.95 incl. UK post, Overseas post add £2 EEC and sea, or £5 airmail. 

Monitoring the Yugoslav Conflict New 
Listen into AWACS, the UN boarding ships, aircraft enforcing the Exclusion 
Zone, diplomaties, press, mice flights and more. Lists over 100 active frequencies 

and is a most if you war to be in the thick of the action. 
Price £4.95 mot. UK post. Airmail add worldwide £I.50 

Monitoring the Iraqi Kuwait Conflict 
Things are honing up again in Iraq so the radio traffic is increasing again. 
The disarmanant programme and refugee problem will ensure the bands remain 
active, and it includes an extensive list of US Air Forces flight frequencies. 

Price £4.75 loot. UK post, Overseas post add £1 sea or £1.90 airmail. 

Computerized Radio Monitoring New 
This book explains how to marry radios to computers for tuning, searching, 
scanning, logging, analyzing, decoding, develope monitoring strategies, plan 
databases and even remote monitoring, plus reviews software radios and terminal 

units. 
Price £19.50 incl. UK post, Overseas post add £2 sea or £.1.60 

The International Callsign Directory 
It has the most comprehensive list of tactical callsigns and their identifications 
ever published for the US Air Force, Navy, Customs, Marine Corp and foreign 
Military. Also lists worldwide internationally registered callsigns and their users 
for aviation. NSAS. military. Interpol, embassies, maritime and many morc. 

Price £111.50 mot. U.K post. Overseas post add £2.50 or airmail £5.511. 

INTERPRODUCTS 
H12, 8 Abbot Street, Perth, PH2 OEB, Scotland 

0,1 & Fey 0716-4111.6 
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